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7 r"pa.t WCk 7S.. f iWeather forecast I Jr m the roadboard andthe countyI 1 V 1.J
commisioners get
Cloudy, with, thunder-
storms tonight or
Saturday EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED PRESS, LEASED WIRE- - TELEGRAPH SERVICE
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who may find it necessary for their McC LOUGH SUCCEEDS ET.L10TT new roads and repair old highways
and make other improvements without
HARD COAL INVESTIGATION
Washington, Aug. 1. InvestigationEUROPE EXERT! SA i MIGUEL HASNO SENATOR CATR'afetv and well being to leave andwho are unable to pay for their own
transportation.
New York, Aug. 1. William R.
Clcugh, first vice president of the
executive committee, is to be the suc-
cessor of Howard Elliott as head of
placing a heavy burden of taxation of the bard coal trust was proposed in
upon tho people. The road work a resolution today by Representative
been allowed to lag during the pastRE iNO PRESSU BIG GAIN :Diaz up in Air ' the Northern Pacific railway, accord- - DEFENDS WOOL
INDUSTRY
Los Artseles,-Calif.- Aug. 1. Felix ing to authoritative informations in
Diaz candidate for president of Mex- Wall street today,
led, who 'arrived here Wednesday, Instead of being president, however,
presumably on the way as special Mex- - he will become chairman of the board
mm0AI0 Oil I H
Murray of Massachusetts. It calls on
the department of commerce, the de-
partment of labor and the interstate
commerce commission for information
as to the ownership of anthracite lands
by railroads and to prices of cost of
production.
In a statement accompanying the
resolution Representative Murray de
year because of the disagreements be-
tween the road commissioners and the
county commission. This sentiment
it is understood, is likely to be over-
come soon, when some much-neede- d
work upon the highways will be done.
There are many Interesting features
in the assessor's report which will be
'icon envoy to Japan, said today that
SECRETARY OF STATE DECLARES he might not go to Japan.
RUMORS OF FOREIGN DE- - "Certain circumstances have de- -
REMOVAL OF TARIFF DEATH-
BLOW TO SMALL PRODUCER
HE ASSERTSMANDS ARE FALSE
of directors, a new positon soon to be
created.
The office of president will be filled,
it was said, by J. M. Hannaford, now
second vice president, whose duties
will be confined to the operation of
the road. George T. Slade, son-in-la-
of J. J. Hill, and now third vice presi- -
available as soon as the rolls are re-
turned from Santa Fe. These include
clared facts in possession of the de-
partments would prove one of the
PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAX THIS
YEAR EXCEEDS 1912's VALUES
BY $287,712
EAST LAS VEGAS INCREASES
velcped," he explained, "that make it
impossible now to say what I shall
do. 1 do not know where I am going,
or when I am going."
General Diaz made the statement
classification of values, showing in
creases and decreases In the number
of. all klad3 of farm animals and fluc-
tuations In values of other property.
Deputy Assessor Armijo says he will
after he had received a cable message dent, will become first vice president.
WILL CREATE KGXOFGLY
LARGE OWNERS WILL BUY UP
AND HOLD ALL FLOCKS,
FORMING TRUST
most complete monopolies in exist-
ence. ,
"I have every reason to believe,"
he said, "that there Is new '.n 'he
executive department nc igb data
to Bhow that more than it) .er cert
of the available anthriirjie and be-
tween 85 and 90 per cent of the an-
thracite shipped ye.irly is in the con
VALID ELECTION WANTED
FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
CALLS AMBASSADOR, THEM
" WITHDRAWS INVITATION
MIGHT EMBARRASS WILSON
be glad to furnish much of this infor
mation for publcation.
from the City of Mexico. Whether Mr. Clough, who is a lawyer and has
this message referred .to the reported for many years acted as legal adviser
deisicii of Provisional President Huer-- of the Northern Pacific, will have
ta to re r'l him from the proposed charge of the financial administration
Jypiine.m "social mission" he declined of the road, with offices in New York.
ASSESSOR'S FIGURES SHOW A
RAISE THIS YEAR OF $258,556
IN THIS CITY
WEST, SIDE IS. GROWING, TCO
SATISFACTORY ADVANCE SHOWN
MILLS WILL EE CLOSED
NEW SECRETARY-TREASURE-
Indianapolis, Ind "Aug. 1. William
Green of Coshocton, O., today as-
sumed the duties of international secret-
ary-treasurer of the United Mine
Workers of America. Mr. Green suc-
ceeds Edwin Pedry of Oskaloosa, la.,
who resigned recently.
FEARED TESTIMONY OF DIPLO-
MAT MIGHT INCONVENIENCE
ADMINISTRATION
to say. J .P. Morgan and George F. Baker,
'
who were members1 of the company of
Trains Coming to Juarez New Haven directors who formulated
El Paso, Tex.,:Aug. 1. Seven' trains the new administrative scheme for
are ehroute today from Chihuahua to that road, are also directors of the
Juarez. Some of them have passen-gN'orther- n Pacific. '
gers, some are bringing ore from the
mines and some are carrying federal
FOREIGN PROQUCER WILL WAX
FAT AT EXPENSE OF AM
HE SAYS
BY THE SISTER TOWN ACROSS
THE GALLINAS
trol of the seven railroa.i sysfeirs
which form the only HicatiS of trass
porting the coal to market. These
rof.ds are so bound together by com
mon interests, by interlocking direc-troate- s
and by agreements of various
kinds that they act as a unit in con-
trolling the price of anthracite coal."
The department of justice has been
conducting an inquiry for some time.
That Sau Miguel county is growing
and prospering is shown by the largereinforcements for Juarez to help oper-- 1 Tl
ate rom Juarez against the rebels DEFRAUDED UNCLE.j gain in increased valuation of property
j subject to tax that; has been reported
by County Assessor Manuel A. San-jche-
According to Mr. Sanchez, the
nearby along the border. Juarez oHi- - i
cials were advised of the movement
this morning, when a repair crew went ' vestigatio 1 OF A ILL!tele-- Isouth In m effort to restore
.(. ,. county has made a gain of $287,71?
since last year.graphic communication.
E. La FeteutY a French subject, ac-- ; MRS. CLARA MELCHER tells im- - The aBSeseed valuation for the
by his wife, reached Ell MIGRATION INSPECTOR OF ty last year was $4,S47,1 47, while this
DANIELS IN DENVER
Denver, Aug. 1. Secretary of the
Navy Daniels arrived here shortly
before noon today to be the guest
of the city at the celebration of Co-
lorado's thirty-sevent- statehood an-
niversary. The secretary has a prom-
inent part in the day's program of
patriotic and social events. Tomor-
row he is scheduled to tour stes
park by automobile.
ATTORNEYS FOR PROSECUTION
LAY THIS CHARGE AT DOOR
OF WESTERN FUEL CO.CLAIMS AGAINST PRINCEJaso today from Ascension, Chihua-- l lyear it is $4,559,4:15. The increase is
Washington, Aug. 1. After a con-
ference with President Wilson today
Secretary Eryan declared that the
United States was in no way being
pressed for action in Mexico and is-
sued the following statement:
"The statement which appeared e
of. the morning papers to the
effect that European governments
are bringing pressure to bear on the
United States to compel aggressive
action In Mexico is entirely without
foundation."
Administration officials were pleas-
ed to observe the reports froni Mex-
ico City that a reform element in the
Mexican chamber of deputies was
planning to submit peace proposals to
both factions in the revolution. So
far as is known the policy of the
American government will be to
await the outcome of negotiations of
this character.
hua, expelled from their home there j " j not due entirely to the fact that the
new state laws require all property to San Francisco, Aug. 1. At a conferby the rebel leader, Pancho Villa, be-- ; Los Angeles, Caiir., Aug. l. Airs,
cause the French government has re-- ! Clara Melcher, proprietor of a laundry ence with the special counsel who willbe returned at Its full value, the coun- -
' in Vienna, appeared today beforecognized the Huerta administration. ty having made a substantial gain j prosecute the Western Fuel casesCharles T. Connell, United States im over last vear according either to the .here this month, David C. Powers, for- -
migration inspector and was interro-l old or the new system of taxation, merly an employe of the company
and now the chief witness for the gov- -BICTATORSfiiP HAS
Washington, Aug. 1. Senator Groa-n-a
of North Dakota continued Lis as-
sault in the senate today on the Under-
wood-Simmons tariff bill, renewin g
his criticism of the agricultural sched-
ules.
He' compared the proposed ratea on
all agricultural products VlUx tho
tariffs of other countries and asserted
that in everything the farmer raises
he will be put at a great disadvantage.
Senator Catron, republican, of New
Mexico, opposed freeravwool and tho
reductions in woolen manufactures in
a speech today.
"If this bill is1 carried into law. Sen-
ator Catron declared, "a blow will be
given the sheep industry which w:U
extinguish, it unless those people In-
terested in sheep stall do as tlifv uid
in 1894 and 1S95 buy all 11, h a
ings of. the small owner and cany
the large flocks lnt what would
by the party in J oi i
a trust or monopoly.' '
The senator further "asserted . 'that
the proposed law would close the wool-
en mills. A foreign monopoly would,
he asserted, intervene to keep prices
up and prevent cheapening the cost,
of living through the free listing of
wool and 50 per cent reduction in
wool manufactures.
Currency Rider for Tariff Bill
Curency legislation of a temporary
says Mr. Sanchez.;gated relative to her coming to this
country and to the claims she declares
she has against Prince Stanislaus Sul- -
F4ULIIALL EXCUSED
BY SENATE TODAY
In the city' of East Las Vegas the eminent, said today that he had been
offered $50,000 if he would vanish.increase in value of property subjectrni r jr in i iitinn
I I TO r I . A i r f 1;W8kl- - a n6PheW f th6 Gl'and to taxation this year is $258,556. Thelof Berlitz and scion of a noble Aus Powers gave the names of thosewho had approached him, and the
phraseology of the offers. Matt L.
assessed valuation of property subjecttrian house. to taxation in thin, city is $2,269,303 CONFESSED LOE3YIST TURNEDThe chief difficulty in negotiating
peace, it is admitted by Mexicans of
j The prince was married last Monday ln The.sej Sullivan : ad.T-heodive- . J. .Roche.in if OVER TO HOUSE INVESTIGAT- - 'charge of the case as assistants toto Mrs. Marie Louise Ureeze, daugh- - flgure9 inciude oniy the city properSTRIFE-TOR- VENEZUELA ONCMORE SCENE OF MILITARY
.
RULE AT CARACAS
INU COWIVIITTttter of a retired millionaire, in a quiet For tho purposes of making school: the attorney general,' declined to dis-
cuss Powers' story beyond saying:ceremony, plans for a church wedding
having been substantially changed.
all factions, is the selection of anon-partisa- n
provisional president. The
suggestion was made toaay by some
prominent Mexicans here that on ac-
count of the scarcity of men of anil-
ity who had not taken part in the
Mexican disputes and changing poli- -
Caracas, Aug. 1. In consequence of An attorney who was first
by Mrs. Melcher and then retainedoutbreaks of
the revolution Venezue
la and the invasion of the country
by the prince, said today he had sugby forces under the leadership
tics, it might be expedient to select j of former President Cipriano Castro,
levys a portion of Precinct No. 20,
East L;Is Ve;hs, is cut off in the mak-
ing of the assessment, and is carried
on the books as a separate division of
the county. With the Inclusion of the
values of property in this section the
Increase in valuation in East Las
Vegas this year is $260,270. The total
valuation also is Increased to $2,345,-96-
the values for the segregated por-
tion of the precinct being- $76,657.
In the town of Las Vegas, the West
side, the increase in value of the prop-
erty subject to tax this year is $12.-90-
the valuation being $338,649 in
gested to Mr.'"" Freeze, the prince's
father-in-law-, a payment of five or ten
thousand dollars 1n settlement of tlie
woman's claims, but Mrs. Melcher,
through her lawyer, declared she must
have not less than $50,000.
Washington, Aug. 1. Cross exami-
nation of Martin M. Mulha.ll, confessed
lobbyist for the National Association
of Manufacturers, ended today before
the senate lobby committee.
Mulhall was excused until Monday
and turned over to the house lobby
committee. The
.j senate committee
wlil turn next wck" to the files- of the
National Association of Manufactur-
ers on an examination of its officials.
The senate lobby committee started
out again today with another disagree-
ment about the n of
Martin M. Mulhall, After an execu--j
nature as a rider on the tariff bill,
the feedral council today constitu-
tionally authorized President Juim V-
icente Gomez to assume dictatorial
powers until the movement is crush-
ed. It was rumored yesterday that
Castro was on board a steamer off
Coro, but the government received no
definite date of his landing on Vene-
zuelan territory.
in tne mean ume tne prince ami i
was urged on President Wilson today
by Senator Tillman as highly desir-
able. On leaving the White Housr
Senator Tillman made this explana-
tion of his visit:
"The purpose of my visit to the
his bride are on their wedding trip,
but where no one outside the B'reeze
family knows. Mr. Freeze vouchsafed
'We shall vigorously prosecute ev-
ery person connected witb the im-
mense fraud."
The president and directors of the
Western Fuel company are charged
with ;halng defrauded the .govern-
ment of customs due aggregating near-
ly $1,000,000 by manipulating weigh-
ing sheets showing the tonnage of im-
ported coal.
"The Western Fuel men can't be
convicted," Powers said he wras told,
"and you're a fool not to accept the
$20,000 they are willing to give you
tn disappear. Take what you can get
and quit. If $20,000 is not enough
then I'll be glad to make It $50,000.
You've got to look our for yourself."'
This is the second charge of corrupt
influence made since inillctnienls were
returned. When John L. McNab re-
signed as United States attorney he
charged in a sensational letter to Pres-
ident Wilson that pressure had been
brought to bear on Attorney General
McReynolds to order the trial post
jonly the information that the prince
tive session the committee decided J White House was to suggest to the
one of the veteran diplomats now
representing Mexico in posts abroad.
Men of much character, it was point-
ed out, had no politica' affiliations
and would give the situation tne
benefit of their experience in fields
of diplomacy. Senor Corrvaruhias, at
present minister to Russia, and Gi-
lbert Crespoy Martinez were' being
mentioned.
The house foreign affairs commit-
tee today decided to ask Ambassador
Henry Lane to appear and outline his
views on Meixco. The ambassador
may meet the committee.
The determination of the committee
to call Ambassador Wilson developed
considerable difference of opinion on
whether his testimony, in view of the
wide variance between his views and
those of the president and Secretary
Bryan, might not prove embarrassing
comparison with $325,744 last year.
Precincts 3 and 6 on the West side
showed substantial gains, but there
was a big falling off in Precinct 5,
that the attorneys for the National (president the advisability of prepar--Inspector Connell declined to coitj-
ment today on the case, saying mere- -
ly that it had been brought to him
fny invocf 1 ttr-- iiMlrvr f Vl O foci OTP 1 '
Association of Manufacturers should , jng an amendment to the tariff bill
have an additional two hours to ex- - Which would give us immediately mon-amin- e
the witness. The committee, ey ln the E0utl and west for moving
which cut down the increase material
however, put the questions
"El Mocho" Visits Capital
Washington, Aug. 1. General Jose
Manuel Hernandes, Venezuelan nation-
alist liberal leader, now a political
exile, arrived In Washington today and
called on Acting Secretary Roosevelt,
of the navy. His call was unofficial
and after a brief visit wth Mr. Roose-
velt, he went to the state department
to pay his respects to Secretary Bryan.
The Venezuelan exile, popularly
known as "El Mocho," is opposed both
The lawyers began to direct the
to the National Council for In
the crops and jam both through the
senate by night sessiong if necessary.
McAdoo's Charges Questioned
Representative Neeley, one of the
Insurgent members of the
law prohibiting the importation of wo-
men.
Mr. Freeze asserted that the de-
mands of the woman had not caused
the change In the announced wedding
plans of the prince and his daughter.
dustrial Defense. Mulhall previously
testified that a collector for that or-
ganization had told him it raised be- - house banking committee today ln--
tween $70d,uuo and ?buu,uuu ior iouov troduce(i jjis resolution directing in- -poned.
to tin almfntsitrnHnn Some mem jwork. He stuck to his story that the Uestigation of Secretary McAdoo'a
1ESITATE-EMPIRE
TO
organization was a paper one oi wuk a ;charge that New York bankers' were
a few officials of the National Asfto-- 1 depressing the price of the govern-clatio- n
of Manufacturers became mem-- 1 ment twQ per cent bonds t0 InfluerlCg
hers. action on the currency bill.
The lawyers worried. Mulhall y Ajiother resolution directing inquiry
asking him about a blacklist of con-- ; lnt McAdooa ctarire8 waa introduce,!
to former President Castro, instigatoriswhichhers of the committee,
of the Present revolution, and to Pres-an- d
strongly inclined to give the president Gomez again whose .govcrnmenthe state department a free hand 18 airaed- - HeuPrislnSin the stiutation, believed Ambassa-th- e decIarfhi Pent attitude was one ofdor Wilson should not be called until 8ertion and that he bothBryan and the president behevfGomez an dCastro were destined to
could be consulted. With that situa-- j
, . rwvmnn Flcnrt will con- - Political retirement.
mm mm
ly. -
The valuations for the precincts of
the county not included in East and
West Las Vegas amount to $2,239,195,
while last 'year the figures were
showing a gain for 1913
Deputy Assessors Enrique Armijo
and H. D; Young have sent the assess-
ment, rolls to the offices of the state
hoard of equalization in Santa- Fe.
Until their return it will not be possi:
ble for the county commissioners to
make their annual levy, although it
has been the custom to look after this
important matter at the regular Aug-
ust meeting of the board. With the
Increased valuation and with the usual
careful economy exercised by. the
county commissioners, it will not be
necessary to raise the levy, it is un-
derstood. San Miguel county has been
fortunate for several years in having
had Its affairs so well managed that
it was able to build bridges, construct
ULii LAiUliilO
RUSSIA DECLINES, AUSTRIA IN- - j gressmen put in the record two weeks by Representative Mondel of Wyom- -
VE5TIGATING AND GERMANY ago. He couitt not explain me names , annA th0 50.f,
RISE OF 7 CENTS IN WEEK T
UNPRECEDENTED ON
BOARD OF TRADE IN DOUBT ABOUT FRISCO of several republicans allegedlo have ' fn . tn . . oll,rn)innc tw;.fer with the secretary and president been put on the list by the republican j conslderation of (he Glass tod "
whip of the house,
Castro, whose whereabouts hitherto
have been bdefinte, has landed at
Coro, In the gulf of Venezuela this
Information was cabled to the state
department today by American Consul
Thomas W. Votter at La Gnaira, the
port of Caracas.
by democrats of the house banking
committee the amendment to forbid
Interlocking directorates in national
banks was rejected, seven, to five.
PresWint Wilson folt ' " provision
to be extraneous.
Vienna, Aug. 1. A commission of
representatives of the Austro-Hungar-ia- n
government and of the local
chambers of commerce is about to go
to Toronto to v.Jh the exposition
there and' will subsequently proceed
to San Francisco. On this 'commis-
sion's report depends the reply of the
Austro-Hungaria- n government as to
participation in the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition The question is largely
one of finance. The government hes-
itates to appropriate a sum sufficient-
ly large to assure representation on
a scale commensurate with the dignity
of the empire.
When the committee questioned
Mulhall on claims in his letters about
naming chairmen and committees
and placing friendly congressmen, the
lawyers tried to pin him down to di-
rect answers on how he expetf ;d to
do those things. Mulhall said he was
not clear about it now but tho.: .lit
Attorney Emery was to make the ar-
rangements.
Apparent contradictions in Mul-hall- 's
testimony about pn alleged of-
fered the letters to the labor leader
ers came up. Once he swore he
the letters to the labor lea."crr
and once ho swore Gompers tried to
get them from him.
DOWIE PROTEGE EXPELLED
Zion City, 111., Aug. 1. By a vot3
of 6 to 2 the city council last night-expelle-
Alderman Arthur Stevenson
of the Second ward, on charges in
connection with the handling of the
returns at the municipal election last
'
April. . -
Stevenson waa one t'a t
of three which handle ! t ) r
Chicago, Aug. 1. Excitement in
the corn market whirled prices up
more than i cents a bushel- - today.
This made the advance equal to about
7 cents in the last ween. Reports
were at hand indicating that the corn
crop-a- a whole had suffered a loss
of 200,000,000 to 300,000,000 bushels
in the last month owing to damage
from lack of the normal amount of
moisture. The greater part of the
injury has been in Kansas, Oklaho-
ma, Missouri and Nebraska, but the
outlook for a greatly enlarged area
of damage was today regarded by
many traders as dangerously threat-
ening.
Davenport, Iowa, sent word that
all drought, records for July had been
broken. Less than .2 of an inch of
rain fell during the month, and tTere
were no signs of relief. Peoria, 111.,
dispatches said corn In the fields
near there was fired two or three
feet up and was not likely to pro-
duce any grain, the color of the tas- -
and an attempt may be made to, re-
consider today's action.
Chairman Flood, setting forth the
views of the administration as he has
secured them from President Wilson
and Secretary Bryan made it clear
, that the administration was determin-
ed not to recognize the Huerta gov-
ernment and that Secretary Bryan
contemplates an attempt to get a va-
lid, binding election.
That it might proceed immediately
and intelligently if the necessity for
legislative action should arise, the
committee decided to Inform Itself ac-
curately as to the conditions in Mex-
ico.
Later today Chairman Flood tele-
graphed Ambassador Wilson
drawing a previous request for his
appearance before; the foreign affairs
committee tomorrow on the ground
that his appearance was "unneces-
sary and undesirable under existing
circumstances and conditions." '
Secretary Bryan today asked the
house to appropriate $100,000 to care
for destitute Americans in Mexico,
Cruiser Ready to Sail
The cruiser Des Moines is being
held at Brunswick, Ga., in readiness
to sail today for Venezuela. She
probably will put in at La Guaira to
look after Americans and their In-
terests. , -
MONEY TO MOVE CROFS
Washington, Aug. 1 Secretary o
today prepared to distribute the
promised twenty-fiv- e to fifty millions
of dollars of government funds to the
agricultural regions of the south and
west. The secretary is collecting in-
formation as to the relative needs of
each section where harvesting is now
on way or soon to begin and expects
to have the money in the hanks In
amrje time for the movement of
crops.
COTTON CROP VERY SHORT
4-- Washington, Aug. 1. The
condition of the growing cot- -
ton crop, of the United States
on July 25 was 79.5 per cent
of a normal, the United States
department of agriculture re- - f
4- port board announced at noon f
f today. Condition by states:
f Virginia, SI; North Carolina, 4
77; South Carolina, 75; Georgia, 4
4-- ' 76; Florida, 82; Alabama, 79; 4'
4 Mississippi, 77; Louisiana, 79; 4
4 Texas, 81; Arkansas, 87; Ten- - 4
4 nessee, 90; Missouri, S6; Okla-- 4
4 homa, 81; California. 100. 4
4- 4444-44- 4 44
' c
I
1
t ;
Germany Is Doubtful
Berlin, Aug. 1. Although the Ger-
man secretary of interior declared to-
day that Germany had not yet taken
any action In. regard to question of
participation in the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition at San Francisco In 1915,
the opinion is freely expressed in of-
ficial circles that German empire will
not be represented there.
The alderman made n
fend himself before th 3 c
although his attorney
against the action as I
Stevenson was broitrht
City from England by tt
Alexander Bowie and f
years was manager of the
lace works.
ASTOR PAYS BIG TAX
New York, Aug. 1. William Vin-
cent Astor will pay the state of New
York a tax of $2,741,833 on his in-
heritance of $SS,959.5D9 from the es-
tate of his father, the late John Ja-
cob Astor. The tax was fixed by the
surrogate today.I sels having become unnatural.
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Ileal is Q&sioSi toLOCAL STREAMS
ii$B ISqwgIq
enjoins and forbids Petra Garcia in-
dividually or as administratrix from
disposing of any of the property or
moneys of the estate, except such
valid dehts as may he allowed by the
probate court of Bernalillo county.
The committee of Investigation
named a few days ago and whose re
EPORTED i
BY SURVEY !port has been printed, is discharged
unless recalled by the court and their
report is received and filed. SATURDAY EVENING
7:00 TO 9:00 O'CLOCK
Named Delegates
Governor William C. McDonald has
GEOLOGICAL CORPS AND STATE
ENGINEER'S OFFICE COLLECT
INTERESTING DATA
Weil-Know- n Fact That Extreme Heat
Conduces to Chronic Con-
stipation
So many people are in the habit
of eating cold food in hot weather
that constipation is very common dur-
ing summer. It is best to vary the
food and have some hot Ihings, as,
for example, soups and hot fish and
meats, if that Is to be the diet. Iced
water should be drunk sparingly.
In spite of all care people will be-
come constipated, and rj you find
yourself in that condition you can get
immediate relief by the use of Dr.
named as delegates to the American
road congress at Detroit, commencing
Another lot of unprecedented values which will interest every careful buyer for Saturday
evening only
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 1 Official
data on the Sapello and Mora rivers
has been compiled by the United
States geological survey and Btate en-
gineer's office and the compilation
was yesterday made public
i
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. There is no
time of the year when you should he
more careful of constipation than In
the summer, for many of the serious
The rainfall data used in this re-
port have been collected by the United
States weather bureau. The run-of- f
computations were made and report
prepared by the water resources
branch of the United States geological
survey In with the state
September 29, T. C. Hill of Dawson,
John A. Pace of Clayton, and Mar-garit- o
Romero of Las Vegas.
Adjudged a Bankrupt
John H. Young of Gallup has been
adjudged a bankrupt by Judge W. H.
Pope in the federal court, and the
case referred to Referee John
Wilson of Albuquerque for hearing
August 8. He gives his debts as
fl.810.28 and his liabilities as $651.
Insurance Suit Filed
Jacobo Chavez, superintendent of
insurance, has been served with pa-
pers in a suit brought by Robert L.
Miller of Roswell, vs. The Pacific Mu-
tual Life Insurance company of Cali-
fornia to recover $48,100. In this ac-
tion it Is alleged that the company
failed to make loans which it had
agreed to make.
Report on Examination
Women's 35c Neckwear 14c
Our lot of women's neckwear including a variety of
styles, all this season's, worth 30c and 35c each, special'
each 14o
35c Ribbons 16c
One lot of ribbons number 60 and 100, including both
Satin and Tnffeta, all desirable colors, worth 23c to 35c.
special f6o
$1.25 Middy Blouses 69c
Our entire line of women's and misses Middy Blouses'
including a good variety of styles, worth $1.00 and $1.25
each, special .' 69o
17c Seersucker 10c
One lot of striped Seersucker in a good variety of colors,
worth 17c per yard, special for this sale, per yard . . . lOo
j
Men's 8 1-- 3 Handkerchiefs 6 for 25c
One lot of men's handkerchiefs of good quality and
size, usually sell at 3 for 25c special for this sale, six
for 28o
Men's 25c Silk Socks 15c
One lot of men's silk socks, black only, with lisle thread
heel, toe and sole, worth 25c a pair, special , tBo
Schoff, 249 S. Washington St., Balti-
more, Md,. who uses It for constipa-
tion and now has her mother and
friends also using it. They now
avoid drastic remedies line cathartics,
tablets, purgatives, salt waters, pills
and such things. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin is mild and pleasant, and chil-
dren like it. You can obtain it of any
druggist at fifty cents and one dollar
a large bottle. Each bottle must do
what is claimed or your money will
be refunded.
Families wishing to try a free sam-
ple bottle can obtain it, postpaid, by
addressing Dr. W. B Caldwell, 418
Washington St., Monticello, 111.
of New Mexico. All information and
date were collected by Mr, John Pow
illnesses as well as the fatalities re-
sult from a clogging up of the bowels.
You also need general good health to
withstand the heat, and hence Syrup
Pepsin is best to take because it con-
tains tonic ingredients that help to
build up the entire system.
Numerous users throughout the
land will verify these facts, among
them Mr. George C. Allen, 408 N.
Main St., Reading, Mass., who recov-
ered his health completely after us-
ing only two bottles; and Miss Anna
ers, state hydrographer, who is em-
ployed through a agree
ment between the state of New Mexico
nnri the. ireolodcal survey. The re
port, in part, is aa follows:
Floods of large magnitude occurred
In the northeastern part of the state
from June 9th to the 11th on streams
in the vicinity of Las Vegas and Ra-
ton. Among those which were great-
ly affected are the Mora river and
5 a .m. to 11 a.m. when it began to
The report of the examination of
the Western State Life Insurance
company of San Francisco, Cal., as
recently made for the national con-
vention of insurance commissioners
recede. 9Laa VGaaLoadingStoro
The total run-of- f at Loma Parda
from June 10th to 30th has been esti-
mated at 118,000 acre feet. This cor-
responds to a depth' of 3.8 inches over
the drainage area above Loma Parda,
and a maximum rate of run-of- f of 59.0
secdnd feet per square mile. The rain-
fall from June 10th to 30th is estimat-
ed at 6 inches over the entire drain
WAGNER
FOLDING
GO-CAR-
VICTOR
TALKING
MACHINES
Sonthe Sapello creek. Meager data pro-hibits a voluminous reitort on the two
Practically no rain fell after the
11th, which caused a gradual decline
in the stage of the creek to the 22nd,
when low water was reached. Dur-
ing the period from the 12th to the
22nd inclusive, an estimate of 500
6by the states of New Meixco, Call-fori- aand Utah, with Mr. Lienau ofthe New Mexico department in charge,
has been filed. The examination was
thorough and the result gratifying.
nnmed drainages, but on account of
the keenly felt need of reports of
Becond feet Is made as the mean dissuch floods as occurred, an attempt
wlil be made to estimate the run-of- f
charge, or 10,900 acre feet of water
passed Los Alamos during this period.
From June 9th to 22nd inclusive
this investigation shows a run-of- f of
from these storms.
The United States weather bureau
reports a rainfall of 5.95 inches from
June 7th to ltth at Roclada, New Mex
The homesteaders have settled on
their claims for from three to seven
years, have resided thereon sufficient41.900 acre feet aboVe Los Alamos.
age above Loma Parda. The run-of- f
coresponding to 3.8 inches over the
drainage shows that 63 per cent of the
rainfall passed Loma , Parda as run-
off. This ratio will not apply to var-
ious localities in this drainage, as each
has a law unto itself there being no
general ratio devolved between rain-
fall and run-of-
The 1904 flood is the only one which
can be compared with those in 1913.
September 29th, 1904, the Sapello ly to comply with the law, have culti
.Remarkable Cure of Dysentery
"I was attacked with dysentery
abut July 15th, and used the doctor's
medicine and other remedies with no
relief, only getting: worse all the time.
I was unable to do anything and my
weight dropped from 145 to 125
pounds. I suffered for about two
months when I was advised to use
Chamberlain's Colic, Colera and Diar-
rhoea Remedy. I used two bottles of
it and it gave me permanent relief,"
writes B. W. Hill of Snow Hill, N. C.
creek reached a stage of 8.100 second
ico; 6.19 inches at Harvey's ranch, a
point a few miles west of Beulah, New
Meico, from June 7th to 12th and
7.93 Inches at Fort Union from June
7th to 11th.
The drainage area of the Sapello
feet, which was considered very high
at that time. This flood eroded the
ROYALTY TO ATTEND REGATTA
London, Au 1. With the end of
Goodwood week everybody is looking
forward to. Cowes, where the great
regattas commence on Monday, and
where the usual brilliant gatherings
will continue until tho end of the
week. The regatta this year is to be
graced by the presence of a number
of foreign royalties, among them the
king and queen of Spain, and Frince
Henry of Prussia.
vated the amount of land in acres as
required, but some of thes have not
"continuously cultivated" the required
amount, as there were two dry yearshanks to a distance of 40 feet back
from the creek. The 1913 flood did not here when any crop planted wouldThe estimated run-of- f from June 10thcreek above its mouth, as measured assume the apparent proportions that For sale by all dealers. Adv.
airthe. available water of. all the riv-
ers.
The desert entrymen have applied
for an extension of time under the act
of March 28, 1908, which permits the
same in the discretion of the interior
department, hut these have been re-
jected and the entries held for cancel- - --
lation on the ground that the entrymen
did not own a water right sufficient
for the reclamation of all the irriga-
ble land of the entry.
Thia injustice is causing much feel-
ing among the people of San Juan
county, who are earnestly pleading
with their congressman and senators
for relief, to which the senators have
already responded, and to which the
congressman will undoubtedly lend hig
aid upon learning of the actual condi- -
to 30th, 1913, o fthe Mora river atfrom the United States geological sur
vey topographical sheets, Is 284
have been a failure. For this reason
title is refused the entrymen and en-
tries are held for cancellation.
The desert land entrymen made
their entries from three to five years
square miles, and above Los Alamos
the flood of 1904 did, which wag due
to the change in cross-sectio- The
1904 flood shows a runoff of 54 sec-en- d
feet per square mile of drainage,
and the 1913 flood 75 second feet per
square mile as the maximum rate of
discharge. This run-of- f per square
IPO square miles
V
The rainfall is very heavy in the ago under Irrigation projects which
Loma Parda is about four times any
yearly run of the same, river at La
Cueva since the 1904 flood. It is true
that a portion is this is due to the
difference in drainage areas; hut
granting this and allowing a differ-
ence of one-ha- lf for the drainage area
.effect, the 1913 flood still maintains an
Sometimes the symptoms of kidney
and bladder trouble are so plain that
no one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness ov
roll-- : i r part of this drainage, decreas- - they had good reason to believe wourd
be completed within four years' time.
CANCER CONGRESS
Brussels, Aug. 1. Leaders in medi-
cal science from many countries, in-
cluding the United States and Can-
ada, assembled In Brussels today to
take part in the third international
cancer congress. 5tom this city a
majority of the delegates will proceed
to London next week to attend the
international medical congress.
in with This condition
mile is not exessive for smalllmoun- -is the reverse of climatological action The waters of the rivers in this parter the kidneys, sharp pains, rheumat-ism, dull headache, and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a troubleas the precipitation
increases with streams, but for large drainage. of the state were applied for by dif-
ferent companies, all of whom be- -'amazing size. that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
nuickly and permanently. Try them, came entangled in litigationwhich Is as tlons. A. A. Jones, of the interior de- -
.Wilde during a majority or inejjt would be considered high. '
Ffcrms. It is estimated that six inches It is estimated that 20,000 acre feet
of water fell from the 7th to the 11th of water wag furnished to the Sapello
in the mountainous section of the cree between Los Alamos and the
and eight Inches fell in the .onfjuence with the Mora river during
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.
The largest yearly run-of- f of Sapel-
lo creek at Los Alamos, since 1904
was during 1905, which was approxi-
mately 8000 acre feet larger than the
estimated discharge during the June,
1913 flood. These estimates have
been made at the same point and will
hear a direct comparison.
partment, has promised to do all in
his) power to bring about a more liber-
al construction of the law. With the
matter properly presented, it is hoped
that the existing injustice will be
righted, which will allow the San Juan
to develop more fully her vast
EXTENSION IS URGED
Farmington, N. M., Aug. 1. On
of over one hundred homestead
YOU who require the best and purest
medicine see that you get Foley's Hon-
ey and Tar Compound in preference
to any other for coughs, colds, asthma,
hoarsness, tickling throat and lung
troubles. It is a strictly high grade
family medicine, and only approved
drugs of first quality are used in its
manufacture. It gives the best results
and contains no opiates. O. G. Schaef-e- r
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
yet unsettled. Thus the applicants for
water cannot sell water to tbe entry-me-
as their Interests have not been
determined by the courts; they can-
not finance or construct their canals
for the same reason, and for the fur-the-
reason that there are practically
no patented lands under their pro-
posed canal projects, on which to base
an encumbrance for the construction
of canals. Thus the desert entrymen
cannot secure ownership to water on
the above mentioned applicants with
which to reclaim their lands and se
and desert land entrymen of San Juan
county who are about to lose their
'niHrii,i part. '
The precipitation started In the up-
per drainage June 7th and in the low-
er section June 5th.
On June 10th the rainfall was uni-
form over the drainage but not of
FuHlcient density to cause sudden
flods. The estimated mean discharge
of the creek at Los Alamos was 1 ,100
eecond feet, or 1980 acre feet
this period of floods in 1913. This es-
timate Is based on the rainfall and 's
liable to considerable error. Assum-
ing that the above is correct, 61,900
acre feet of water passed down the
Sapello creek from June 9th to 22nd.
1913. The water which passed Los
Alamos June 9th to 22nd would cover
8G0 acres of land to a depth of one
foot, 30 times, or maintain a flow of
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggists will refund money
if PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of itching, blind, bleeding or pro-
truding piles in 6 to 14 days. Adv.
entries through the recent decisions
of the general land office, which has
rejected their proofs and hold the en-
tries for cancellation, Congressman
Fergusson has been asked to assist inDOUBLE
WEDDING CEREMONY
Greencastle, Ind., Aug. 1 Two
. Postmaster Antoine Deloria, Gard-
ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance of
those troubled with kidney and blad-
der iregularities, and says "From my
own experience I can recommend Fo-
ley Kidney Pills. My father also was
cured of kidney .disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kidney
Pills." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the passage of the senate bills nowpretty romances which had their beThe premutation
on tlie 11th was 437 second feet, for a 30 day month,
heavy over the drainage, especially in 'or 36 second feet for one year,
the lower parts, there being 2.93 Inch-- ! The precipitation in the Mora river ginning
at DePauw university teul- - cure patent. On the other hand they
canot secure ownership , to water on
ORDERED
IN GARCIA TANGLE
pending before the house for the relief
of homesteaders, and to assist in se-
curing a liberal construction of the
desert land laws.
minated today when Miss Imogene
McLean and Chadles O'Dell, and Miss their own part because the pending
applications now in litigation cover Drug Store. Adv.Hazel Ayres and Arthur C. Woodward
were married at a double ceremony,
es of rainfall at Fort Union during the drainage fell during the same period
hour period. The largest 'as that in the Sapello creek, drainage,
flood of his forips went past Los Ala-- 1 In general the conditions are similar
mos at i a. rn. on the Uth. This flood! In the two drainages, with the
mainta'iu'd a stase corresponding totlcn that the Mora drainage above
lO.fsno sc: end feet at Los Alamos from
'
Loma Parda is about four times the
size of the Sapello drainage above
0 0h1 rSfh (ZS lfifr)JUDGE POPE SUSTAINS MOTIONOF DEFENSE AND SETS THEHEARING SEPTEMBER 23 All four of the contracting partieswere students at DePauw. Dri H.A. Gobin, vice president of the uni
versity, officiated at tne marriage
j Los Alamos, which are the two p!r ts ceremonies.
MitfjCMBrgl.j - jfe,:-,- , '.-'.r- T. ...r::lr.C-r- :ERUPTION i ANKLE of study.The weather bureau gave at Chacorshowed a precipitation of 4.23 inchesfrom the Tth to 11th; at. Black Lake O. G. SCHAEFER. RED CROSS DRUG CO.The daughter of A. Mitchell,Ky., had a bad case of kidneytrouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. MitchGREAT SUFFERING j 3.76 inches, and at Fort Unioninches. Sell says, "She was in terrible shape
l)ut I, got her to take Foley Kidney
Santa Fe, Aug. 1. Judge W. H.
Fvpe's rulings on the various motions
pending in the case of Garcia vs. Gar-
cia lately on trial in the federal dis-
trict court, were made public yester-
day.
The order in, the case overruled and
denied the motion tor an interlocu-
tory judgment filed by the attorneys
for the plaintiff on July 17, and also
overruled and denied the motion by
Messrs. Marron and Wood for the
plaintiff on July 25 for judgment and
an accounting.
The motion of the attorneys for the
CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
SURPLUS
$50,000.00Pills and now she is completely cur
ed." Women are more liable to have
kidney trouble than men and will find
Many Nights Did Not Sleep. Burned
All the Time. Wore Bandage
Night 'and Day. Used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. Now Well.
As in the Sapello drainage a large
per cent of the rain fell in the lower
part of the basin. The rainfall in the
upper basin of the Mora was appro
two inches lower than the
precipitation in the upper Rayado
basin, which lies to the north of the
Y.VFolev Kidney Mils a safe dependable
and honest medicine. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
The drainage area of the Mora
The drainage orea of the Mora
rj. T. Hoskins, Cashibf
B. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash
' 1
'uiiulnghain, President.
Prank Springer. ntmffenwBSriver, above Loma Parda, is estimat-
ed at 585 square miles. The heavy
precipitation on the 10th and 11th
1 Sffie&alUheiS
defense for a reopening of the case
is sustained and it is ordered In the
Interests of justice and in order that
the court may be more fully advised
before proceeding to any further de-
cree based on the findings of the jury
LARCEST VARIETYFINEST QUALITY LAS yKGASinterest PeJd On Time Deposits
1
or otherwise, that this cause be re
caused the maximum flood stage to be
reached, in the Mora river, on the
11th.
The first flood passed Loma Parda
on the 9th, wijth a crest of 5,801 sec-
ond feet This stage of 5S00 second
feet was maintained on the 10th
opened for such further proofs as
may be presented to the court by
either side upon any or all of the is
sues previously submitted, and espec-
ially upon the issues as to the genu
LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK - - $30,000 00
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
ineness of exhibits 144-b- , 145 and
Klnsxsvffle; Mo. "My trouble began
?isht' years ago. Nearly half of the time
tl rc re running sores around my ankle;
somi ts it would be two years at a, time
they were healed. There were many
niciita I did not sleep because of the great
suffering. The sores were deep running
ones and so soro that I could not bear for
anything to touch them. They would burn
all the time and sting like a lot of bees were
confined around my ankle. I could not bear
to scratch It, it was always so sensitive to
the touch. I could not let my clothes touch
It. The akin was very red. I made what I
. called a cap out of white felt, blotting paper
and soft white cloth to hold it lu shape. This
1 wore night and day.
"I tried ir.:xt y remedies for most of the
eighteen yo-j- r - vith no effect. Last summer
when my ank'-- had boen sore for over a year
and much Aiyi-- than ever before I sent for
some Cuticura Soap and Ointment. It
would Itch and burn, besides a great hurting
ta;it I think tongue could never explain.
Tito very first time I used Cuticura Soap
mi Ointment I gained relief; they relieved
the pain rfeht theu. It was throe months
from the time I commenced using Cuticura
Soap and Ointment until the sores were
entirety healed. I have not been troublod
since.'! (Sigmsd) Mrs. Charles E. Brooke,
Oct. 22; 1912.
Cuticura Soap 25c. and CuticuraOlntmont
SOc are sold everywhere. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad-- &
Dept. T, Boston."
who Kfuive and shampoo wilhCu-- t,
uhnp
116-b- . alleced to constitute In the
writing of E. G. Garcia his admission
as to the parentage of the plaintiff.
The date for the of the
case is set for September 23, Tues
caused by additional precipitation en
this date. It if estimated that 11,500
acre feet ot water passed Lonn Parda
on the 10th.
A second f'eod went down th-- river
on the ' l,h, which deached a st-- of
34,!00 seco-i- feet at its cresi. After
reaching the peak of this (lood, the
fctase fell in "0 hours to a dUcharce
o' 11,800 second 'eet. The mean e
ior tlu; 11th is estimated at
2i,600 seco: ! 'eet, or 48,800 acrs foot.
The stream continued to fall grad-
ually on the 12th win an e-- mated
mean discharge for the day of 11,000
day, at 10 a. m. at Santa Fe. It is
further provided that the attorneys
"GSIT EDGE" the only ladies' shoe dressing that
positively contains oil. Blacks ad polishes indies'
and children's boots anil shoes, shines without rub-bin-q,!i5c. . "FRENCH GIOSS,"
"BANDV" combination for clean!"!! 8n(' Mlshlnj
all kindaof rasstitortan shoes, asc. "SIAB" Mc
"QUICK WHITE" (in liquid form with sponec) quid
ly cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes. Wc. & 20c
--AIBO" cleans and whitens BUCK. NBBUCK,
SUEUR, and CANVAS SHOES 1" Tom,d white cttke'
packed t n zinc boxes, with' sponge, tuc In hand-
some, large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25cIf ram dealer does not keen kind yon wMit, smd usthe price in stamnsfor fiil!iz MckaKe, eluu-ge- paid.
Wm. Q. MAYUON
H. W. KELLY
D, T. HOSKINS
President
Vice President
Treasurer
for the plaintiff shall submit any-
thing they think pertains to the is
sues in the case, then the defendant's
attorneys may submit their evidence, INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITSwith the attorneys for the plaintiff
having a chance for rebuttal.
In the meantime the court restrains,
WHITTEMORE BROS. CO.,
20-2- 6 Albany Street CambrlB,
I Tkt Oldest and Urgent Manufacturer! of
i Shoe Polishes in the World.i second fvet, or 'Jl.SOO acre feet.
MORE HONOR FOR COLUMBUS nLABORI,DEFEiJDEFAKE NOOLEMA
FIGHTING FOR
LURE OF LIGHTS
CAUSES MUTINY
AT VATICAN
OF DOEYFUSS, I
Assertion Now Made That He Really
Was the Author of Most Popu-
lar Slang Phrase.
In the well-know- n year of 1492
Christopher Columbus stood leaning
over the rail of the good ship Isabella.
(See Petrarch Googly's "Columbus the
French Metropolis a Wonderfully
Interesting Place.
FRED VISIT AMERICA
arrested and sent back to prison to
serve out an old sentence.
Upon his release he again came to
the United States and as "Lord Bur-
goyne," of the British peerage, was
received in Philadelphia society. Here
he wedded Miss Margaret Rafferty, n
an heiress. After borrowing a large
sum from her he disappeared and was
next heard of in St. Louis as "Lord
Barrington." In this city he met and
married Miss Wilhelmina Grace Coch-
ran, of Independence, Iowa. Miss
Cochran later had her manage an-
nulled and was instrumental in send-
ing him to prison. One of the strang-
est phases of the case at present is
.Gem of the Ocean.") Suddenly, with
It has been a welcome change lor
the young men stationed around the
person of the pope, and for a number
of seasons past the officers and men
of the Noble guards and Palatine
guards have been the most indefatig-
able dancers and diners out in the
city, accepting invitatiohs from1 mon-
archal houses with as much freedom
as if their hosts and hostesses be-
longed to the entourage of the pope.
The only ones upon whom the new
mantle of liberty did not descend
were the soldiers of the Swiss guard,
whom Cardinal Merry "del Val has
endeavored to retain close to their
ancient Vatican discipline.
The barracks in which the Swiss
guard is quartered lie at the back1 of
the Vatican, behind St. Peter's. The
gate is guarded by a Swiss, and this
gate gives the only access through
which vehicles can pass to the Vati-
can grounds. But a narrow strip of
(ust the suspicion of a splash, a
thought struck him.
"Hi! Spagetto! Rudolpho! Gio-va-
Gar' Lick." he cried. And soon
CONVICTED OF MURDER, FRED-
ERICK A. SEYMOUR SAYS AL-
LEGED VICTIM IS ALIVE
SWISS GUARDS NOT ALLOWED TO
ATTEND FUNCTIONS OUTSIDE
AS WERE OTHERS
FAMOUS ADVOCATE WILL ATTEND
MEETINGS OF NATIONAL BAR
ASSOCIATION
i the fact that Miss Cochran is said
Paris, Fiance, Arg. 1. The Ameri-
can Bar association, which will meet
soon in Montreal, wiil hi; attended iy
the famous advocate Fernand Labor!,
who is about to sail for America. He
will deliver an oration at the banquet
which will be the social event of the
Rome, Italy, Aug. 1 The revolt of
the Swiss guard at the Vatican hag
a good, deal of sympathy among those
Romans who know the inside facts in
the case.
Since' the present pope assumed
the triple crown the "Black
Court" society has almost ceased to
exist. This was made up of the mem- -
. bers of the Roman aristocracy who
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 1. Announce-
ment that efforts are to be made to
secure a pardon or parole for Frederick
A. Saymour, otherwise "Lord Barring-ton,- "
who is serving a life sentence
for the murder of James P. McCann,
near this city in 1902, has served to
recall to the public mind this pseudo-noblema-
whose career is one of the
most romantic in the annals of crime.
The further announcement that
"Barrington's" fight for freedom will
be based on an allegation that the
man he was convicted of slaying is
his trusted officers were gathered
about him. (See Riffery Skink's "The
Christian Names of Columbus' Crew.")
"What? What?" the chorused, ex-
citedly. "Spyzoni non lando, nixi?"
("You don't spy land, do you?")
"A thought has struck me," ex-
plained Christopher. "Lissenzo."
("Listen.") "I'll tell it to you. It's a
good one!" (See Antonio Spavini's
"Columbus Table Talk and Heady
Repartee.")
The officers crowded forward ex-
pectantly:
"I was just thinking," said the great
discoverer, with a sly Italian smile, "I
wafl just thinking that if we found the
earth to be flat instead of round after
all, where do we get off?"
The officers, after laughing politely,
made a note of It, andjhis ie said to
be the origin of the slang phrase,
"Where do I get off?" etc. Detroit
Free Prees.
land outside the gate is the dividing
now to be aiding him in his fight for
freedom.
The crime for which "Barrington" is
serving a life term was committed just
ten years ago. James McCann, the
alleged victim, was reckless. He
drank heavily, went with a "sporty"
crowd, and never worked. He lived
upon the residue of a fortune which
ho had largely dissipated. He became
"Barrington's" good friend and patron,
and was arranging to back him in a
meeting, on the night of September
3, at which Senator Eliliu Root will
preside, at which the guest of honr
will be Viscount Haldane, the lord
chancellor of England.
mark between Vatican territory andwere political supporters of the pope's
right to rule in Rome and who re
fused' to acknowledge the sovereignty
of the king of Italy. The women
never visited the Vatican except at-
tired in mourning garb. But during
the time of the last pope the funereal
color of their costumes did not deter
i hotel venture during the St. Louis
!
world's fair.
Labor! is the recognized head of the
Paris bar since his masterly defense
of Capt. Dreyfuss, although his repu-
tation was established before that
time by his part in the Zola case. He
Is a tremendous worker, still a com-
paratively young man, but has an
equally remarkable literary record d
him, having established the Gran-
de Revue and the Revue du Palais,
the latter being devoted to the legal
On the night of June 18, 1903, Mc-
Cann and Barrington visited numerousthe regular
rounds of gayety, and
Leo XIII rather encouraged the giv
ing of balls and dinners on a splen
Its Millions of People, Picturesque
Streets, Fine Old Houses of Many
Periods, and Marvelous Water
Stretches Attractive.
Paris. "Tout Paris" a very large
order indeed! "All Paris," with its
three millions of more or less happy
inhabitants, its twenty thousand acres
of beautiful and picturesque streets,
lined with countless elegant apart-
ments, fine old houses of all periods,
beautiful gardens and wonderful water
stretches, is a subject to hold one in
a state of constant delight for days
and months and occupy one's pen al-
most indefinitely.
So wonderful and versatile is the
interest of Paris that it is difficult to
tell where to begin. To the traveler
who begins at the grands boulevards,
as most travelers do. Paris appears in
its most characteristic modern at-
mosphere, a busy, speedy hum of mor-
bid traffic, dashing and crossing and
intersecting, constantly getting tang-
led at the crossings and as speedily
(as if by miracle) disentangling an
artery of rapid transit flanked on each
side by broad pavements lined with
immense trees and walled at an al-
ways uniform height by tall apart-
ments with beautiful iron ballustrades.
Alternating shops and ts
constitute the ground floors ot
these buildings, and also, often, their
other floors; large gilded signs ap-
pear through the tender green of April
foliage; flaring posters bearing con-
ventional ballet girls ' and Parisian
roues, announce the night's attrac-
tions at the playhouses, or sing the
praise of a liquor or cordial. The
center of all this activity, this rushing
and whirling of taxi cabs and motor
busses, this loudness of posters, this
gaiety and insouciance of the boule-
vard is rightfully the place of the
opera, surmounted by the opera it-
self, with its pale green brorfze dome
and wonderful columned facade, a
wide expanse forever full of ' high
speed traffic, from which radiate those
famous streets, the Rue du 4 Septem-bre- ,
the Avenue de l'Opera and the
Rue de la Paix, lined with elegant
shops, perhaps the finest In the world,
and certainly the most attractive.
By pursuing almost any of these at
tractive streets one comes presently
MOST UNHEALTHY OF TRADES
gardens and other drinking resorts in
St. Louis suburbs. One week later
the nude body of a man was found
floating in an abandoned quarry near
did scale by the "Black Court." He
refused absolutely to sanction ' the
mingling of the "Blacks" with the
the king of Italy's domains, and the
king's soldiers patrol back and forth
on the other side.
Many years of sucn close proximity
have made the two sets of soldiers
etxremely friendly and much of the
revolt of the Swiss guard can be
traced to the influence of the soldiers
of the king, whose quarters are so
close at hand and whose freedom Is
a constant cource of irritation among
the Swiss.
The pope is guardea by several sets
of guards, the first in importance be-
ing the Noble guards, recruited only
from the Roman aristocracy and' tin-
der the command of Prince Rospig-lios- i.
It is made up cf 15 officers
and 48 privates and its ' particular
function is to guard the body of the
pope.
After them come in importance the
Palatine guard, which Is recruited
from the families of more humble
cases coming up in the Palais du Jus
"Whites," as the court of the king
tice. He Is also a frequent contribute
Creve Coeur Lake. Friends identi-
fied the body as that of McCann. Bar-
rington was at once arrosted on a
charge of murder. For five years he
was in jail in St, Louis while his case
was carried through the courts. The
supreme court of the United States
finally upheld his conviction and sen
now alive in the person of" James P.
Maybray, whose band of swindlers
was broken up by the federal authori-
ties several years ago after Maybray
and others had been sent to prison,
is generally regarded as but another
illustration of the subtlety and re-
sourcefulness of the bogus lord who
is now behind prison bars.
There are those, however, who be-
lieve that the story is worthy of In-
vestigation. It is considered a rather
strange coincidence that the three ini-
tials of Maybray should be the same
the those of the alleged murder vic-
tim. Both McCann and Maybray were
gamblers and followers of the races.
When Maybray was arrested and tried
in Iowa little could be learned as to
ihis past history. And, the strongest
point of all, theer were many persons
who, at the time of "Barrington's" ar-
rest, conviction and condemnation to
dctth, still believed that positive
proof was lacking that Mviarn had
ewi been killed.
There is lit ' t. )( ubt that ! p'e-vou- s
bad record of "Lord Barring-ton- "
had much to do with his convic-
tion on the murder charge. He was
known in Europe and America as one
of the most picturesque figures in
"polite" crookdom, for although he
was of lowly origin his specialty of
passing as a member of the Britsh
tence of death. Notwithstanding this,
many persons continued in the belief
that the bogus lord was innocent of
or to the Rveue des Deux Mondes
on questions of politics and law.
In additionto to these stupendous la-
bors he has found time to compile an,
encyclopedia of French laws which fills
12 bulky volumes, and he finds the
time to serve as a representative in
the chamber of deputies from the
of Fontalnebleu.
He will be accompanied to America
by his wife, who modestly conceals un-
der this appelation a personality a3
extraordinary as her husband's. As
Marguerite O'Kay, a little Irish girl,
without any special influence or mon-
ey, at the age of 16 years she was pro-
nounced one of the greatest pianists
origin in Rome. There are some 400
Quicksilver Miners Begin to Suffer A-
lmost Immediately and Seldom
Live More Than Two Years.
Quicksilver miners follow the most
unhealthful trade in the world. The
fumes of the mercury produce con-
stant salivation, and the system be-
comes permeated with the metal; the
teeth of the men drop out, they lose
their appetite, become emaciated, and
as a rule seldom live longer than two
years.
Chloride of lime, employed by
bleachers, frequently destroys the
enamel and dentine of the teeth. But
phosphorus, used so largely in the
manufacture of lucifer matches, af-
fects a very large number of persons,
women, girls, and children greatly pre-
ponderating.
People who work in soda factories
are affected by the teeth becoming
soft and translucent; they break oft
close to the gums.
Dr. Hesse of Lelpsic says that bak-
ers are likely to suffer from decayed
teeth on account of the flour entering
the mouth during work collecting on
and around the teeth, where it decom-
poses and generates an acid destruc-
tive to the dentine.
the murder charged against him. Ow-
ing, perhaps, to the prevalence of this
sentiment the sentence was commut-
ed to life imprisonment.
of them and their costume Is rich
and picturesque. No drill is demand
ed of ' them any more than it Is of
the Noble guard.
The Vatican is policed by the Papal
gendarmes 120 men under one officer,
who have to guard the staircase, the
corridors and the gardens. in Europe. De Pachmann was her
Costly Treatment
"1 was troubled with constipation
and indigestion and spent hundreds of
dollars for medicine and treatment,"
writes C. H. Hines, of Whitlow, Ark.
"I went to a St. Louis hospital, also
to a hospital in New Orleans, but no
cure was effected. On returning home
I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets,
and worked right along. I used them
for some time and am now all right."
Sold bv all dealers. Adv.
Is called.
The line thus drawn was, however,
so artificial and perfunctory that
countless violations took place, al-
though in a quiet way, so as not to
excite an open declaration of dis-
obedience from the pope. The Vatican
families and the monarchal families,
all of them Catholic, of course, were
related among themselves by numer-
ous intermarriages, and the Pontific-
al decree did not keep them from
each other's houses and from attend-
ing each other's social entertain-
ments.
Leo XIII became exasperated over
it, and his wrath knew no bounds
when he discovered that the officers
of the Papal guard were frequenting
the houses of the monarchists. At
last there was an explosion it came
when Mrs. Meyer, whose husband
was then accredited as United States
ambassador to the king of Italy, went
to tea at the Vatican, her host being
an officer of the Papal guard, who
should, according to Leo XIII, have
been the sworn enemy of the king
and all his ambassadors, including
their wives.
The officer was dismissed. Soon
afterward Mrs. Meyer took her de-
parture from Rome, the ambassador
being recalled. The "Black Court"
and the "White Court did not open-
ly enjoy each other's company after
that until Leo XIII died. Piu3 X soon
let it be known that he did not in-
tend to keep up such petty restric-
tions and that the members of his
court could enjoy the hospitality of
the monarchists as much as they
wished. He took no interest person
All three of these sets of guards
are largely Roman, they receive good
wages and under Plus X they have
liberty to come and go among their
Roman friends when off duty.
The Swiss ' uard, for more than
400 years the chief military force at
the Vatican, is made up of men for
peerage went well in many cities and hjhelped him to live without work foreign to Rome. They have no kindred years.
in the citv anions whom they can
Two Sides to Be Considered.
When a man is hurrying along a
crowded street intent on catching a
train or meeting an appointment, the
rest of the world is unbearably slow,
and everyone seems bent on getting
In his way. When he is elbowed and
pushed, on the other hand, as he is
While away their leisure hours, and
their commander, under strict orders
from Cardinal Merry del Val, gives
teacher in London, and then in Vien-
na. During that period of her life
she wrote compositions which Joa-
chim, Han von Buelow and even
Rubinstein incorporated pernnert'y
In the programs of concerts they pave
all over Europe.
She was beautiful as well as i r 1
and de Pachmann fell madly 'u !o
with her, pursuing her until she si
cumbed to hl3 pleadings and beer.1
his wife.
If there ever lived a more eccen4 --
musical genius than Vladimir de 1 '
mann, musical history Is unacqua 'xn i
with him, and he was totally unable t j
make a wife happy. They were liv-
ing in London, here young Fernand
Labor! had gone to finish his legal
studies. De Pachmann soon saw that
Labor! and Mrs. Pachmann were In
love. He took the role of Ruskin
with the Artist Millais. De Pachmann
He began his unique saunter through
the calendar of crime when a
old, boy by setting fire to a number of
cottages near Brighton, England,
where he was born. At the age of 16
he was given a sentence of ten years
nn nrlvileees to go into the
Roman cafes or places of amusement. Mil A) mi going his usual pace, by someone elsefor burglary, the proceeds of whichThere are 120 of them, hey have all
thP. actual work' of military duty to
who Is rushing ahead, he is quite as
Impatient of the person who is not
STUDY PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Pittsburgh, Aug. 1. Representa-
tives of engineering, automobile and
other societies met in conference here
today and took the preliminary steps
to form a national organization that
will have for its object the thorough
investigation of all aspects of the
petroleum industry. The promoters
of the industry point out that no com-
prehensive study of petroleum and its
products has ever been made in the
United States, notwithstanding the
fact that crude petroleum and gases
to the value of over $200,000,000 are
produced each year in this country.
It is proposed to make a scientific
study of the origin, geology, statis-
tics and the methods of producing
and transporting crude petroleum,
do outside the Vatican in all kinds willing to go with the crowd. The re
of weather, their pay fs very small former and the conservative eachif;-- ,
may similarly reflect that the obstrucand their life very monotonous.
tive average and the eager exception
each represents a right and an advanGood Reason for His Enthusiasm
whPTi a man has suffered for sever tage of human nature, and must each1 i oe considered, xne art of seeingal days with colic, diarhoea or other
ivrm of hnwel omDlaint and is then when to leap ahead and when to be
patient with the general movement is offered no deefnse to the divorce pro-
ceedings and his wife soon became
Mme. Labori.
Residence of President Poirvcare.
to the banks of the Seine and finds
more to be cultivated than nervous
haste or contented conformity. The
Christian Register. She has made an ideal helpmeet for
cured sound and well by one or two
doses of Chamberlain's 'Colic, Colera
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as is often the
case, it is but natural that he should
be enthusiastic in his praise of the
remedy, and especially is this the case
nf a Revere attack when life is threat
oneself in the midst of the world's acwith the view of conserving the pro-
ducts and further extending their
uses for fuel and other purposes.
her husband, abandoning immediately
all thought of an independent musical
ally in the society affairs at the
houses of the "Black Court" as Leo
XIII had done, and did not encourage
his cardinals to elaborate hospitality
such as the late pope had made a
point of doing. Consequently, for
some years the Roman aristocracy
has been saying:-- "There is no longer
any society of the Vatican" and the
"Black Court" has been humorously
spoken of as "The Gray Court."
Ever Since.
The woman who can make bread. career and entering heart and soul in
to her husband's affairs. She was a
ened. Try it when in need of such a
remedy. It never fails. Sold by all
dealers. Adv.
indicates a contemporary, does not
make news. "She does not parade
with the suffragists nor smash things
Tales of "Honey and Tar" from West
had netted him $10,000. Four years
later ha escaped, deceiving the police
when apprehended by producing a
pardon which was not discovered to
be a forgery until later.
About this time, having previously
taken the name of Frederick Syden-
ham Burgoyne, he decided it would be
to Ms advantage to give himself a new
surrounding by Joining the army. A
year after he enlisted he forged a fur-
lough, fled from the army and com-
mitted a burglary for which he did a
ten years' stretch. He also was ar-
rested for the murder of an army of-
ficer, whcse valet he had been, but
was released for lack of proof.
While in prison he devoted himself
to improving his education When lie
?ame to America after his release in
1?91 he was a well polished fraud.
He posed here as the son of an English"
robleman of rank and wealth. As
such he won Miss E. Celestine Mille.
of Brooklyn, an heiress with a for-
tune in Ler own right. With his
bride he had the effrontery to return
to England and establish himself in
a home at Brighton. Soon stripped
of every penny by her husband, the
unhappy wife returned to America
wtih her child, and "Barrington" was
young woman at her marriage with
Labori but. on the threshold of a not
and East
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, "It
lives universal satisfaction and I use
with the suffragettes. She walks
softly most of her days unhampered ably brilliant musical career, wailsWESTON NEARS HIS GOAL
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 1. Escort vl only Foley's Honey and Tar Com by muscle-bindin- skirts." . . . he was unknown in the legal profes
pound for my children." E. C. Rhodes, She may be unchronicled, unquoted, sion.
and unsung." No news value in theTo Step Scaling Middleton, Ga., writes, "I had a rack-ing lasrrinnfi couch and finallv cot re
lief taking Foley's Honey and Tar Com'soriasis
knowledged finest municipal land-
scape gardening the Tuileries, ex-
tending frord between the outstretched
wings of the Louvre and continued be-
yond the Place de la Concorde (whose
Egyptian obelisk is a veritable pivot
of traffic) by the Champs Elysees,
crowned by the great triumphal arch
of Napoleon, beyond which lies the
Bojs de Boulogne. To the side is the
broad Seine with its many bridges, its
little waves sparkling in the warm
sun, its waters fringed with bathhous-
es and piers, and people washing
clothes and dogs with an almost equal
amount of splashing, and here and
there the little long, low omnibus
steamers cleaving their way through
the yellow-gree- n water as they ply rap-
idly up or down stream betwixt Au-teu- il
and Charenton. Up the river
one sees the island of the Cite, the
first and earliest Paris,, with the
peaked towers of the Conciergerie,
the spire of St. Chapelle and the gray
twin towers of Notre Dame de Paris.
She Is now, however, taking her
plaie again in the musical wohld, after
20 years of married life and after she
has helped to make her husband one
of the most famous lawyers of Eu-
rope., She has written the music for
pound." Use no other in your ramuy
and refuse substitutes. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.This Troublesome Skin Dis-
ease Promptly Checked
by a very Simple
Attention.
whole story. Listen: "She seeketh
wool and flax and worketh willingly
with her hands. . . . She rlseth
also while it is yet night and giveth
meat to her household. . . . She
layeth her hands to the spindle and
her hands hold the distaff." Written
"Before Christ cir. 1015," and being a
celebration of the one and only kind
of capacity in woman that men have
thought it wise to chronicle, quote
and sing about, either B. C. or A. D.
OARSMEN AT ST. CATHERINES
St.. Catherines, Ontario, Aug. 1.
With the expectation of witnessing
one of the greatest aquatic festivals
of the year, scores of enthusiasts of
the sport came pouring into St Cath-
erines today for the opening of the
annual regatta of the Canadian As
Classed with eczema,
psoriasis has been con.
sidered one of the most
obstinate of skin dis-
eases.
A lady in Lexington,
Ky., says that before
she began using 8. S. S.
the disease broke out
at frequent intervals
where she thought it
cured. But by gettingher blood under con
sociation of Amateur Oarsmen, pop
by a large crowd of admirers in au-
tomobiles and on foot, Edward Payson
Weston, the venerable pedestrian who
Is walking from New York to Minnea-
polis, walked into St. Paul today from
White Bear Lake, where he spent a
large part of yesterday and last night
as the guest of the St. Paul Automo-
bile club. He will remain in this city
over night, leaving tomorrow morning
to complete the final stretch of his
1,500-mil- e journey.
The arrival of the noted pedestrian
in Minnapealois tomorrow will be
made the occasion of a great demon-
stration. The plans are in charge of
the Minneapolis Athletic club, ht
whose invitation Weston undertook hi?
walk from New York. It will be a
gala day for the club and will be made
notable by the laying of the corner-
stone for its new y clubhouse.
In the afternoon a big track and field
meet will be given under the club
auspices at the athletic field of the
University of Minnesota. Weston will
attend the meet as the guest of honor
and will deliver a message from Presi-
dent John, H. Finley, of the College of
the City of New York, to President
George E. Vincent, of the University
of Minnesota.
ularly known as the "Canadian Hen-
ley" regatta. Singles, doubles, fours
an opera called "Yato," which was
produced in the spring at Monte Car-
lo, and which will he given in the fall
at the Opera Coinique" in Paris.
"Yato" deals with a young Chinese
nobleman ho is exiled from his own
country on account of his revolution-
ary Ideas, and who comes to Paris,
where he marries a charming Parsienne
and gradually forgets his Idealistic
vows of sacrifice for his country un-
til he Is recalled to himself by his
sifter, Yato, his boyhood confidante,
who comes from China to demand bis
return and reconsecratlon to the
cause of liberty.
The composition of the music for
"Yato" has occupied Madame Labori
fsr some time and the critics have de
and eights are here from Winnipeg,
BOY, PINIONED, SURVIVES TIDE
Youth Is Saved From Death After
Long Battle With Water In
West River.
Montreal, Detroit, Ottawa, Buffalo,
Toronto and Hamilton to compete in
the program of events, wulch will con
Expert Advice.
She was a fastidious and correctly
garbed New York woman, and she
dressed so inconspicuously that her
landlady, in the rural
community where she was spending
the summer, remarked to her one
day.
'My daughter Maggie '11 tell ye how
ye ought to fix up to look swell and
stylish, if ye like. Maggie 'd jest as
leave as not! She's a wonderful hand
at dressin'!"
"Ah has Maggie ever been to New
York?" evasively.
"Well, she's been Jest's fur. She's
been clean out to North Dakoty!"
tinue over tomorrow.
kidney Trouble Began With a Lame
Back
J. L. Hackl, 915 Eighth, St., Lincoln,
111., was recently cured of a bad case
of kidney trouble that started with a
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
thankful in getting a cure of my kid
clared that it will become a classic j
Madame Labor! has three youn-j- j
lady daughters and her Paris home, is
a quiet, perfectly organized doinp ficj
establishment, very unlike the Uo
trol by the influence
of S. S. S., psoriasis entirely disap-
peared and there was never again the
slightest sign of it.Like nearly all skin diseases, pso-
riasis is primarily due to impaired
blood.
The skin is but a network of fine
blood vessels. And it is a perfectly
natural consequence that any influence
In the blood that is a condition of ill
health makes its first appearance in
the skin. There is one ingredient' in
S. S. S. which peculiarly stimulates
cellular or glandular activity to selectfrom the blood or from this fine net-
work of blood vessels In the skin, those
elements which it requires for re-
generation.
Thus pimples, acne, eczema, lupus,
or any other blood condition that at-
tacks the skin or seeks an outlet
through the skin, is met with the an-
tidotal effect of S. S. S.
This is why skin troubles vanish so
readily and why they do not return.You can get S. S. S. in any drug
store, but insist upon having It. Take
no chance by permitting anyone to
recommend a substitute. And If yourblood condition is such that you wouldlike to consult a specialist freely, ad-dress the Medical Dept., The Swift
Specific Company, 182 Swift Bldg.,Atlanta, Ga.
ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These
Ugly Spots
There's no longer tne slightest need
of feeling ashamed of your freckles,
as the prescription othine doable
strength is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of othine
double strength from your drug-
gist and apply a little of it night
and morning and you should soon see
that even the worst freckles have be.
gun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely. It Is
seldom that more than an ounce is
needed to completely clear the skin
and gain a beautiful clear complex-
ion.
Be sure to ask for the double
strength othine as this is sold' under
guarantee of money back if it falls
to remove freckles.
Pills. Try . them yourself. O. G.
New Haven, Conn. John Goglik,
aged 16, stared death in the face for
four hours in an unusual battle v, ith
the swift incoming tide in West river.
While swimming his leg was caught
in one of the grt?at tide gates that
prevent the water from overflowing
the meadows and efforts to release
U;m were unavailing. The fire and
police departments were called out
i;nd a large crowd gathered. A rub-
ber tube was inserted in the boy's
niouth, as the water passed over his
head, so that he might breathe.
A trolley wrecker succeeded in
5 mashing one of the tide gates, al-
lowing the water to rush over the
(lieadows, so that the boy's head was
:igain out of water. Then the gate was
.'orced enough to release his leg. Gog-
lik collapsed after being rescued. De-
spite the great pressure on his leg it
was not broken.
conception of the abode of th- fe J;.--
me genius. The family hava t i at
chateau out at Fontainebleau, v hi a
they spend a great deal of the'r fi
Chinese Want Serious Reading.
Speaking of China, it is interesting
to note that neither Action nor poetry
are in demand In that country that is
to say, not the white man's fiction or
poetry. The Intelligent Chinaman pre-
fers John Stuart Mills to anything
else, and Adam Smith comes next.
The translators have tried the China-
man with Shakespeare, Byron, Scott,
Dickens and Thackeray, and he wants
none of them. But he does want sci-
ence, and he prefers the student's text-
book to anything elia.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
COLORADO DAY IN DENVER
Denver, Aug. i. Colorado Day, a
legal holiday in this state, was ob-
served with appropriate exercises
Banks and public offices were closed.
This is the thlrty-sevent- h anniversary
of the admission of Colorado to the
union.
If you sit in a cool draft when you
are heated and get. a stiff neck or
lame hack, you will be looking for
something that will ease the pain.
Fix your mind on BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT and don't be talked out of
it, because it is the best pain relieving
liniment you can get anywhere. Price
35p, 50c and $100 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv.
HOW THE TROUBLE STARTS
Constipation, is the cause of i
ailments and disorders that. , '
miserable. Take Chamberlain's --
lets, keep your bowels
you will avoid these dherna .
sale by all heaters. Adv.
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will be reading for some weeks the
uncomplimentary things that are said
about the governor.
The peevish governor of Missouri
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
KEEPS COOL AT ANY COST
Washington, Aug. 1. "Pretty hot
today," observed Senator Thornton, as
he boarded an elevator at the capitol
today.
"Yes," replied the runner, "but I see
clflc, due to foreign selling pressure. A
sharp decline in Mexican Railways
second preferred reflected the more
uncertain financial condition in Mex-
ico. Bonds were iregular.
Southern and southwestern stocks
The operators In their statement
charge "labor agitators" with caus-
ing the strike.
The statement is signed by James
McNaughton, F. W. Benton, Charles
L. Lawton, Theodore Dingier, R. M.
Edwards and J T. Harris.
Published By
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(Incorporated.)
CUT OUT HER THIRST
Lima, O., Aug. 1. Miss Mary Cal-
lahan, 23 years old, submitted to a
surgical opedation today In the of-
fice of the chief of police and It Is
hoped that Miss Callahan's thirst
was cut out, literally and figuratively.
The operation, the first ever perform-
ed In the chief's office, was perform-
ed by real physicians. Miss Callahan
objected to having her drinks cut out
but finally was induced to have re-
moved a piece of bone that has caus-
ed" considerable contention between
Miss Callahan and Lima's police de
Henry Miller Is to tour the coun-
try in "The Rainbow."
Louis Masson is to appear in Lon-
don in "Years of Discretion."
Augustus Thomas has become gen-
eral director of a picture film cor-
poration.
Janet Beecher has been engaged
is old enough to know that the news-
papers make some men and that
they break others. Generally they
are right about it, too. The new-
spapersthat is, the creditable new-
spapersstand for the things that
are right. They are not all of one
mind, but somewhere among them
there, is a happy medium that spells
justice and right for all.
M. M. PADGETT. EDITOR
you are going the limit in trying to be declined on the government's cotton
comfortable." crop report and advices from agricul- -
"How is that?" inquired the senator, tural centers pointing to further se-wi- th
an uneasy tremor in his voice, j rious damage to corn. Chesapeake
The, runner silently pointed at the and Ohio, Missouri Pacific and Illinois
senator's neck, and Mr. Thornton grab-- J Central declined over a point, the last
bed it with both hands.' named establishing a new low record.
There was nothing there but neck. Heaviness became more pronounced
The senator had neglected putting on after foreign buying stopped.
HORSE AGAIN DOOMED
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 1. A hand-
some Yale mptorcytele,
for use of the police department, ar-
rived last night and was placed in
commission today. The maichine,
which costs $250, is equipped with theA' newspaper's real strength lies
partment. Several months ago the j latest speedometer and is expected to collar and necktie until the last min-- i Selling became more liberal when- - itin its news columns, when all
has
been said and done. There is told
the story of the day and there his-
tory is recorded in the making. If
the newspapers record half the mis
woman was shot in the jaw and a
splintered bong lodged against her
palate. This bone tickled Miss Cal-
lahan's palate, creating a continuous
desire for drink.
Miss Callahan says tho physician's
ute because of the excessive heat and
then fared forth without them.
"Blushing Primroses!" exclaimed the
senator, "and I have been out making
departmental calls. I just left Post-
master General Burleson."
takes that are made by Governor
'skillful knife removed the physical
Major, or any other public official, for
that matter, the result will be tb force
the governor o.r the other public of-
ficial . into oblivion.
o
tickling caused by the bone, hut she
is unable to Bay whether her old-tim- e
remedies will any longer tickle
her palate.
Entered tt the posijffice at kasl
Las Vo.;as, New Mexico, for trauv
mistkion tbrougU the 1 ilited States
mails ".a second class matter.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Per Copy $ 05
One Week 15
Oae Month 65
One Year $7.50
Dally, by Mail
One Year , ..$6.00
Six Months 3.00
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
One Year $2.00
BIx Months ......... 1.00
prove especially valuable in securing
evidence against violators'of the speed
regulations of the city. It will also
prove invaluable for answering hurry
jp calls in remote portions of the city.
For the present the machine will
be in charge of Policeman Bernier,
but it is the plan of Chief McMillin
to Instruct all officers in its use so
that there never need be any delay in
answering emengency calls.
Members of the Second street en-
gine company, who are accustomed to
making fast time with the auto fire
engine, this morning tried out the new
motorcycle and found that a pace of
45 miles per hour could be maintained
'without difficulty.
v. as seen that the bears were encoun-
tering less opposition. New York Cen-
tral abruptly declined 1, Union Pa-
cific one and other active shares a
point.
The market closed heavy. Persure
relaxed in the last hour and the list
showed more steadiness. Slight re-
coveries seemed to furnish a new lei-e- l
for short sales and the market
again dropped in the final dealings.
The last sales were as follows:
Amalgamated Copper . . 69
American Sugar, bid 109
Atchison ... 06
Reading ..158
Southern Pacific ' 91
Union Pacific 148
United States Steel : . . 59
United States Steel, pfd 108
The latest fire horror reminds us
that tears shed today will not put out
yesterday's blaze.
o
Ang again we hear from Hon. Cip.
STRENGTHEN POSTS
AT STRIKE SEAT
Castro. Isn't it about time somebody
suppressed him?
o
John W. Gates' son tipped a waiter
$900. Yet we used to think his
for the chief feminine role in "Buried
Alive."
Bruce McRae is to be featured by
Cohan and Harris in their production
of "Newly Married.'
William Faversham will begin his
tour in Shakespearian repertory at
Erie, Pa., on September 15.
Margaret Wycherley has been se-
lected by William Harris to play the
leading role in her husband's new
'drama, "The Fight."
Margaret Anglin will be seen the
coming season in "Twelfth Night,'
"As You Like It," "The Taming of
the Shrew" and "Antony and Cleo-
patra."
Anne Swinburne is to be featuured
by H. H. Frazee in the new Victor
Herbert operetta, "The Coquette,"
soon to be produced in Pittsburgh.
Maxine Elliott Is to return to the
stage early in September in the Lon-
don production of Louis N. Parker's
play, "Joseph and His Brethren."
Georgia Caine and Hal Ford are
to appear in ''Adele," a new musical
comedy by Jean Briquet and Paul
Herve, author and composer of
"Alma."
Charles Frohman has fixed August
18 as the opening date for Richard
Carle and Hattie Williams in "The
Doll Girl" at the Globe theater, New
York.
a new playlet called "the Stolen
Courtship," by Grace Griswold, is to
be presented early in the coming sea-
son with Maude Leslie in the leading
role.
Grace George is to open her season
early in September, appearing in a
new comedy on an American subject,
written especially for her by Avery
Hopwood.
father was free with hi3 dough. RUMORS OF DYNAMITE PLOTS
LEAD TO CHANGES IN DIS-
POSITION OF MILITI-A-Atchison, Kei, wants a commission
form of government. Some people
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip-
tions.)
Remit by draft, check or money or
der. It Bent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on
don't know when they are well off.
o
WInsted, Conn., reports a cow that
wants to turkey trot. But we have
not heard of any turkeys doing it
yet.
o
Doctors operated on an Ohio girl
USING DOUBLE TRACK
San Bernardino, Calif., Aug. 1. All
traffic over the first division of the
f'anta Fe is- being sent over the newly
completed second track of the road
between Keenbrok and Cajon which Is
ready for use. The old track will be
abandoned for possibly a week 'for a
hurried reballast and then the two
tracks will be used in conjunction for
the In and outbound business.
Grading is rapidly progressing ou
the stretch above Cajon which in-
cludes two tunnels. The track Is laid
through one of these and a gang is at
present working on the cementing of
the interior. This will be competed
it is expected by August 1. The sec-
ond tunnel which is just across tho big
fill above Cajon is ready for
laying. It is thought that by the last
of the month the entire grading job
between Cajon and Summit will be
finished.
ENGLISH HENS HERE
In the current issue of Farm and
Fireside appears a report of an egg-layin- g
contest recently terminated in
this country. One of the most Inter-
esting passages in this report follows:
"The really sensational feature of
the contest, thus far, is the wonder-
ful record made by the pen of S. C.
White Leghorns entered in the con-
test by an English poultrymah. This
pen, during the six months, laid 1,234
eggs, which is 153 eggs more than
the next best pen laid, and an aver-
age of 47.8 eggs per hen more- than
the average production per hen, of
all the hens in the contest.
"The question natuiatly arises,
'Why has the English pen so far out-
distanced our American pens?' There
must be a reason. When ten birds,
after traveling on ocean and land for
two weeks, much of the time without
feed or water, can start right in and
make a record of this kind, there
must be something mor than 'luck'
behind it.
"The owner of this pen states that
every one of the ten pullets in the
pen was bred from a female with a
high record for egg production, and
sired by a male out of a g
hen. Therein seems to lie the
secret of the wonderful record which
this pen is making.
"There can be no doubt but that
the average American poultry breed-
er, during the past few years, has
been paying so much attention to the
color of feathers and show records
that he has lost sight of the more
important matter of egg production.
One thing is certain, promiscuous
and careless breeding will never en-
able the poultrymen o this country
to make any progress in egg produc-
tion. Careful breeding and selection
must be practiced if progress is to
be made."
the other day to remove her thirst
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
or my newspaper in northern New
Mexico.
Calumet, Mich., Aug. 1. Strength-
ening of the military posts as a se-
quel to revelations of alleged plots
to dynamite shaft houses and other
property marked the early hours of
the copper miners strike today.
Reports that explosives had disap-
peared from the Hancock mine pow-
der house and the discovery of dy-
namite on a prisoner taken at Red
Jacket, led General Abbey to issue
orders designed to increase the ef-
fective strength of the brigade of
state troops controlling the dstrlct.
The Third infantry hospital corps
was impressed into service, its mem-
bers being mounted and armed with
revolvers and riot sticks, fashioned
We doubt that the operation will
come into general use.
. o
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 1. Corn bounded
higher today than at any time since
the alarm over dry weather began.
Offerings were limited and there was
an active demand. Absence of rain
this morning was coupled with pre-
dictions of continued fair weather.
Prices opened to 11 up.
September started at 66 to 67, the
same change from last night's as the
market taken altogether, and rose to
67-f- . The close was steady, with Sep-
tember 2214 net higher at 68.
Wheat showed strength, chiefly be-
cause of bullish cables and the higher
cOrn market. September wheat start-
ed to cent higher at
86 to 86, rose to 86. The close
was 11 cent net higher for Sep-
tember at 87.
September oats opened higher at
41 and rose 41.
Advancing prices for corn and hogs
put firmness into provisions. First
sales were unchanged to 7 cents
above last night, Including September
options as follows: Pork $20.90; lard
$11.60; ribs $11.52 to $11.55.
An English noblewoman advertises
for 200 husbands for English girls.
But the ad neglects to state what ex
perience is required.
.' o
TELEPHONES
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Now they are going to double the
from wagon spokes. This fo-c- e, it
was announced, will be used as re
William A. Brady has arranged for
the Australian appearance of "Ready
umpires in the Western league. We
thought those fellows had too much
Money," "Over Night," "Bought and
Paid For," and other of the recent
trouble for one man to handle alone
o DETECTIVES STILL PUZZLEDA SEASON OP SUSPENSE Narragansett Pier, R;' I., Aug. 1.Secretary of Labor Wilson wants
serve cavalry.
Another dynamite arrest was made
early today after threats hal been
made to blow up houses of non-unio- n
miners in South Hecla.
Methods of the troops in keeping
the streets clear today brought vigor
The disappearance of $275,000 worth ofcongress to provide his department
American successes.
Frances Starr has ended a season of
forty-eigh- t weeks in. "The Case of jewels from two residences in theApparently we are in for a season
of suspense as to currency legislation.
with an automobile truck. Are straw
rides still in style in the national summer colony was unexplained to-
day though a small army of detecA few weeks ago the country was led' to believe that a currency bill had capital?
! O tives has been at work on the mysteryous protests from union headquarters.
In several instances it was declaredbeen framed that would mjfct with And from St. Louis comes the
Becky," and is taking a well earned
rest at her home in Albany N. Y.
Wiliam A. Brady has concluded an
agreement with the directors of the
Grand Guignol and the Theatre Mi-
chel of Paris whereby their playlets
will be produced at the Princess
Theatre in New York.
citizens were struck while passingnews that Secretary Bryan has re
s oneral approval, but that was a mis-
take. The currency program Is not fused a 13.000 lecture engagement. along the sidewalks or ordered Into
their bouses while sitting on door:- vet made up. In fact discussion so Still folks say the world . has onlyfar has shown so many different
seven wonders.
o
steps.
1 Isaac Rausala, a jeweler, was clubopinions, both in congress and out Thomas Dixon, author of "The Clans
as to what should be done, the situa bed by a patrol whic drove its horsesOver In Kansas they have gone to
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, August 1. Hogs, re-
ceipts 3,000. Market strong to 5 cents
higher. Bulk $8. 809; heavy $8.70
8.90; packers and butchers $8.759;
lights $8.809.02; pigs $7.25
8.25.
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market stea-
dy. Prime fed steers $8.508.90;
dressed beef steers $7. 25 8. 40; west-
ern steers $6:508.15; southern steers
$56.85; cows $47; heifers 5
8.80; stockers and feeedrs $57.40;
tion is little better than chaotic.
having Good Roads days and build
since last Saturday night.
Mrs, John H. Hanan who sustained
more than one-hal-f of the total loss,
was Indisposed as a consequence of
the disturbance of her household, fol-
lowing the serious illness of her hus-
band. The latter has been showing
some Improvement. According to
Charles C. Rumsey, the original esti-
mate of the losses at his cottage was
much too small and the figure is now
placed at $125,000. A report that Mr.
Rumsey had dismissed, the dtectives
who have been in his
.employ could
not be confirmed.
In the house ' committee on bank
ing fabulous stretches of highways in
man," has established an office for
the production of his plays under his
own direction. His new play, a dram-
atization from "The Leopard's Spots,"
is to have its first performance in
Norfolk, Va about the middle of
ing and currency matters in particu 12 hours. San Juan county seems to
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Aug, 1. The unexpected
announcement by the treasury depart-
ment of Its purpose to make large de-
posits of government bonds at western
and southern centers in order to ex-
pedite the movement of crops impart
lar change from day to day and there
is no telling what a day may bring have caught the
same fever.
forth. Now a proposition is voted In
o
It isn't any wonder lots of people
on the sidewalk on Pine street. He
exhibited a bruised shoulder as evi-
dence of his experience. The follow-
ing statement was issued from union
headquarters by Guy E. Miller, of the
executive board of the Western Feder-
ation of Miners:
"The rules of civilized warfare are
being swept aside in the copper dis-
trict. Last night's brutalities certain-
ly deserve the censure of every, man
who has not lost all respect for human
and now out. Now a member of the
committee jumps the reservation, and ed some strength to today's very dulllhulls $4.506.50 calves $69.bought land they had never 6eeifrom a man they did not know anow returns. Now there is a dead
wholesale sugar dealer in Hackensack BHAKEMAN GROUND TOlock, and now..a movement.
stock market, even though it failed to
'
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market stea-excit- e
more than passing interest in dy. Lambs $5.507.10; yearlings
banking circles. Speculative issues $4.50 (a: 5. 50; wethers $44.75; ewes
were generally higher, the most note- - $3.504.50; stockers and feeders $2.50
talked two burglars out of robbingBut nothing has taken place as yet
Indicating with definiteness what the
him the other night.
The trades and labor council of Cal-
gary is endeavoring to organize every
branch of labor in that city.BITS AT SANTA RITA worthy exception being Canadian Pa-'4.2-democratic program is 10 be, or oAnd now the census reports that
whether the program when submitted rights. Notwithstanding the statement
of the mining companies that Etrikethe average income of a farmer is T. J. McMANNUS RUN OVER ON jonly $040 a year. Still they employ
CHINO COMPANY'S TRACKS
AND CUT TO PIECES
breakers would not be used, we find
such men active about the sheriff's
office.
"Last night a baby cariage was run
Country Life commissions! Real
money to the tune of $640 ought to
bring out a large flock of country
will be a "feeler" or not. Only one
thing seems certain at this time, and
that Is what is called the political
feature of the question the control
of the central currency board by poli-
ticians in office by presidential ap-
pointmentwill be subjected to very
eevere attack In the last analysis of
editors eager to become farmers.
MORE FOREST GUARDS
AT BACHARMAGH'S
These sxre not ordinary vaJues. An inspection will prove eeich
special to be a money saver. Goods may be had only at the specified a.dvt-rtis- t d time
ARE PUT IN SERVICE
the measure. There are democrats
as well as republicans who doubt the
wisdom of that provision.
Even if the senate passes the tariff
bill as early as August 25. that will
be a late day for it to take up the
currency question unless it is willing
to Bit at least two montns longer. For
THIRD DISTRICT INCREASES ITS
FIRE PROTECTION FORCES
FOR SUMMER MONTHSthere are great possibilities for de-
bate in a question of such, vital con-
cern to the vhole business world.
over and its little occupant thrown on
the pavement and an old man was
beaten with a pick handle and later
taken to the hospital. Residents In
various parts of the city were driven
from the porches of their homes. Had
such acts been committed in an unor-
ganized community a riot would cer-
tainly have resulted. It seems that
some parties who are supposed to be
guardians of the peace seek a pretext
for martial law."
General Abbey has promised town
officials that the patrol will be held
in check. The troop commander says
the men must not drive their horses
across the curbing nor use their sticks
except in emergencies. Half a dozen
men arrested In connectio with riot-
ing at the South Range locations were
arraigned in a Houghton justice court.
One was 'discharged, three were'"'-'pu- t
under small bonds to keep the peace
and the cases against the others con-
tinued.
Strikers of Keweenaw county march-
ed into Calumet this afternoon being
welcomed by a large delegation of
Houghton county men. The joint par-
ade marched behind American flags
Albuquerque, N. M,. Aug. 1 Act-
ing District Forester A. S. Peck has
announced the employment of addi-
tional forest guards and patiolmen
for the summer months, or "fire sea-
son." The Increase Is made owing
to continued dry weather, whi h
makes fires more prevalent.
During the past week 23 fires were
reported on the public domain, hut
most of them were trivial and were
promptly extinguished. The most
serious fire occurred in the Gila for-
est, 200 acres of which was burned
over,
Reports from the district, both In
Silver City, N. M., Aug. 1 A fatal
accident occurred on the tracks of
the Chino Copper company at Santa
Rita about midnight Tuesday, when
T. J. McMannus, aged 45, employed
as a' brakeman, was run over by a
train loaded with earth and almost
jnstantly killed. His body was prac-
tically severed while his legs were
cut off below and above the knees.
He was pulled from under the train
by a switchman, and although still
breathing ho died almost immediately.
There were no eye witnesses to the
accident, and the conjecture is that
In some way he slipped and fell be-
neath the wheels of the moving train.
When last seen he .was riding on
the' front of tha.foremost car, the en-
gine being behind pushing the train.
The latter, which consisted of eight
cads, 'was on its way from No. 2 pit
to the Lee dump. As it neared the
dump it went on to a siding to let
arother train pass, and as It was
entering the siding the switchman
discovered McMannus beneath the
cars and pulled him out. The train
was stopped immediately and medi-
cal aid summoned, but nothing could
be done.
McMannus wa3 ai man. of 25 years'
experience In railroad, during which
time he had filled every position
from brakeman to trainmaster. Un-
til recently he was employed on the
Mexican Central, hut when that road
went out of .business' hecause of the
revolution he came with his family to
El Paso.
He had been employed at Santa
Rita only two weeks. He leaves a
wife and' two children living, at El
1Paso.
31 Inch Book Fold Percale American Print Calico Best Dress Ginghams
Good Wash Fabric Monday Monday
27 Inch, Good Patterns, PerMonday - Any Color. Per Yard Yard -- ,
tO Yards far 7Bo 5 3 --4c tie
Saturday Night Only Saturday Night0nly2: - Saturday Night Only
-
'
' 7 tO 9 ' . 7. tQ. &,C..g-- j j j ,f.; '." ..Ylo 9
''."'
' ''; ' .....$1.50 Silk Gloves-A- ny Size Women's Lisle. Hose, 65c Values Any $4.00 Oxford or Pump
Black or White-Doubl- e Tips Pe'r Pair Your Choice, Per Pair J
Of.WPrPszir 33c $2.00
MONDAY EVERYMAN'S MONDAY
35c Iron Clad Hose for 20c Lawns 27 InchSHIRT IN THE HOUSE Wide,Children. Per Pair per yard
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NOT IN NEW MEXICO
Governor Major of Missouri maCe
the statement some time ago that
he does not read the newspapers,
says a contemporary. The governor
made the statement sneeringly and
to express his contempt for the pub-
lications of that class in his state.
Now the governor Is discovering
that ho stumped his toe when he
mad such a statement. He may find
Jater that the conditions are even
worse than that, for many a politician
has broken his neck by shooting his
anoutb. off in just that way. In Bneer-1n- g
at the newspapers the governor
lias made a very serious mistake, for
all of them will get back at him,
with the possible exception of those
owned by men who are under obliga-
tions to him.
While Governor Major may feel
i in' ''.!' superior to the newspapers
3i(id may refnfie to read them, the
troitl'ie is that he will be doin;; enly
t;!'?nu"!f an injury. All the other eo-.j- e
n the state read them and they
New Mexico and Arizona are all to
the effect that the weather continues
extremely dry, although a few good
local showers are reported from
southern New Mexico.
TH2 Store of Quality'
which drew salutes from sentries and
other troops as the union men passed.
Operators Refuse to Confer
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 1. Governor
Ferris this afternoon receivs-- the
official reply from the mine operators
to his request that a conference he
held to adjust the differences between
the operators and the strikers The
operators declared that under no cir-
cumstances would they treat with
the Western Federation of Miners.
OPPOSITE
CASTANEDA
HOTEL
515-51- 7
RAILROAD
AVENUE
ORGANISTS HAVE MEETING
Ocean Grove, N. X, Aug. 1. The
National Association of Organists be-
gan Its annual convention here today
with a good attendance. The ses-
sions will last three days and will he
interspersed with recitals and con-
certs by a number of the leading or-
ganists of America,
L . LAS VEGAS . n.m:
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. "1GETS THREE YEARS PROBATIONTrenton, N. J, Aug. 1. Daniel H.I PERSONALS Tolman, money lender, who recently
BATTLE IMMINENT IN CHINA
Hong Kong, China, Aug. 1. Gen-er-
Lung Chi Kuang, with a force
of loyal troops from the province of
Kwang Si, is marching on Canton,
after taking possession of Shiuning
on the West river. An engagement
is Imminent between General Lung's
army and troops despatched from
Canton by the government of Kwang
Tung.
CARELESSNESS
is the reason why many people do not put their valuable papers in aSAFETY DEPOSIT VAULT.
ARB YOU CARELESS?
It will cost you only $2.00 to rent a box in our safety deposit vault for a
whole year.
PEOPLES BANK TRUST CO.
had a chain of offices in various large
cities, was warned by Judge Gnich-te- l
today that he must remain out of
the d "loan shark business :
for three years on penalty pj Impris-
onment. In passing sentence on Tol-
man, who pleaded guilty to violating
the New Jersey law in conducting his
business the court fined him $1,000
and announced that if he should con-
duct a money lending business IT any
part of the United States or Canada
during his probation the court would
consider the probation broken and
cause his arrest and imprisonment.
Tolman Is 01 years old and a resi-
dent of Mont Claire, N. J. His ac-
tivities have been investigated in
many cities and have given him the
sobriquet of "king of the loan sharks."
He has made a fortune.
Miss Alice Guthrie of Ontario, Calif.,
came in this afternoon and will visit
friends and relatives in this city for
the coming month.
Miss Bess George of Evanston, 111.,
left today for Los Angeles after hav-
ing spent the past few days in this
city visti,ng friends.
Miss H. Mann left today for Santa
Fe where she will visit friends for
the coming few days; She will go
from Santa Fe to Denvei.
Thomas Lenzeley, the oldest travel-
ing man that visits Las Vegas came
in last night from his headquarters
in St. Louis. He will be In this city
for the next few days visitng the
trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McGreevey, a
vaudeville team from the Orpheum
circuit will arrive this evening anil
will spend the remainder of the sum-
mer in this eity. They spent last
summer in this city and performed for
the Catholic ladies bazaar. They will
reside at Upper Town on William Har-
per's ranch.
WOODMEN MEET IN DENVER
Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 1.
the next triennial convention of the
Pacific jurisdiction, Woodmen of the
World, will be held in Denver in 1910.
This was decided at this afternoon's
session of the convention here.
CAPITAL 112,000.00
TODAY'S BASEBALL!
f--
TODAY IN CONGRESS
'
Washington, Aug. 1. Senate: Re
sumed general debate on tariff bill
and Senator Gronna continued his at
National League
New York at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
Boston at St. Louis.OCK ISLAND HEAD
HERE EARLY TODAY
RECEIVER FOR COLORADO ROADS
Denver, Aug. 1. Fred Miller of
I.aramie, today was appointed receiv-
er for the Laramie, Hahn's Peak and
Pacific and the Laramie and Routt
County railways by Federal Judge R.
E. Lewis for the Colorado district.
Miller recently was named receiver
for the road by the federal "district
court of Wyoming. The Guaranty
Trust Company of New York as trus-
tee recently sought the foreclosure of
mortgages and sale of the property.
The receiver was appointed on appli-
cation on Joshua Libby A. E. Colby
and A. S. Howe, general creditors for
the roads.
American League
Chicago at New York.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Detroit at Washington.
Cleveland at Boston.H. U. MUDGE PASSES THROUGH
CITY ON WAY TO ROWE ON
ANNUAL FISHING TRIP American Association
Columbus at Louisville.
Indianapolis at Toledo.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.
Kansas City at St. Paul.
tack.
Lobby committee continued
of Martin- - M. Mulhall.
Senator Catron opposed free wool
and reduction in woolen manufactures.
debated Smith cotton
futures bill but postponed action.
Senator Sutherland introduced res-
olution calling on secretary of the
treasury for information on goods
placed in bonded warehouses to await
passage of tariff bill.
House: Chairman Flood of foreign
affairs committee favorably reported
bill for separate legations to Para-
guay and Uruguay and elevation of
legation at Madrid to an embassy.
Representative Murray, of Massa-
chusetts introduced resolution for in-
vestigation of hard coal trust.
Representative Neeley introduced
resolution directing bankjng commit-
tee to investigate charge of Secretary
McAdoo that New New York , bank-
ers have depressed price of govern-
ment bonds.
Foreign affairs committee discussed
Western League
Topeka at Sioux City.
Denver at St. Joseph.
Lincoln at Des Moines.
Wichita at Omaha.
TOOK OWN VENGEANCE
Chicago, Aug. 1. Henry Gronimus,
0.1 years old, a photographer, who
was shot twice last night by E. J. Du-pre-
a tailor, died today. Duprey
disappeared following the shooting
and is 'being sought by the police.
Gronimus was acquitted in Judge
WIndes' court on July 24 on a charge
of attacking Stella, the
daughter of Duprey, but the father
declared that justice had miscarried.
When he met Gronimus in front of
the latter's protograph studio he fired
five shots at him, two taking effect.
C. B. Stubblefield of Alcalde was
a business visitor in the city today.
A. J. Trapp and James Trapp of
Willard were visitors in Las Vegas
today.
N. P. Webb, the mirror maker, of
Carlsbad, N. M., is in town and will
do business. Adv,
Jolm Young left today for WInslow,
Ariz., where he will be a visitor for
the coming month.
' J. C. Johnsen left last night for Al-
buquerque where he will remain for
several days on business.
Mrs. W. C. Dey of New Orleans is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
J. Scott of Seventh street.
John Quigley left today for San
Diego, Oalifl., where he will visit
friends for the next month.
J. A. Miller, a prominent lawyer
of Albuquerque, came in last night
for a short business visit here.
A W. Harrison left last night for
his home at Great Bend, Kas. He has
been in this city for some time.
Joe Healy left this afternoon for
Pueblo, where he will visit friends
and relatives for the next month.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Bacharach left
yesterday afternoon for Mora, where
they will be visitors for a few days.
R. M. Taylor, representative for a
well known business firm of Trini-
dad, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
Mrs. F. C. Blumlein of Clovls ar-
rived last night from her home and
will remain in Las Vegas for several
days visiting friends.
J. R. Montoya of Lucero is in town
on a short business visit. Mr. Mon-
toya is well known here, being a
prominent sheep man.
Dave Henden left last night for
his home at Los Aaimas, Col. He
was called home on account of the
sickness of his mother.
Frank Strauss returned last night
from the Rio Pueblo, where he has
been spending the past two weeks
with a party of friends.
F. S. Nelson, a Santa Fe official,
came in last night from his head-
quarters at Topeka for a short busi-
ness visit in Las Vegas.
Miss Dorothy Shedd of Columbus,
O.; left today for her home after hav-
ing been a visitor in Las Vegas and
vicinity for several months past.
Bert Adams and Miss Marie Dunn,
both of Gascon, left this morning for
that place, after having been visitors
in Las Vegas for the past few days.
Fred Schutt left this afternoon for
his home at Los Alamos. He was
recently with the Bismark. When he
returns he will enter Whalen's gar-
age.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ilfeld, ac-
companied by Mrs. A. Libstatter, left
'this afternoon for. Mora where they
will visit friends for the next few
days.
J. M. Ackerman, roundhouse fore
man for the shops of the Santa )(
Railway company at Lamy, was a bus
iness visitor in this city yesterday af-
ternoon.
Mrs. E. L. Murphey and daughter
Miss Roberta Murphey of Chicago,
came in this afternoon and will re-
main In Las Vegas for several days as
visitors. .. y
B. Manning and T. R. Kimball for-
merly employed by the Santa Fe rail-
road as brakemen, left this afternoon
for Sail Francisco, where they Intend
to locate.
Miss Mable Hall, matron of the
dormitory of the New Mexico Nor-
mal University, left today for Aztec,
where She will be for several days
visiting friends.
Mexican situation voted to request
.
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
National League.
At Chicago Chicago, 5; New York,
i.
At St. Louis Boston. 6; St. Lou'i,
5.
At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, 8;
Brooklyn, 2. "
At Cincinnati Philadelphia, 9; Cin-
cinnati, 4. ''
American League.
At New York New York, 3; Chi-
cago, 1.
At Washington Detroit, 4; Wash-
ington, 1.
Tasty Summer Breakfasts
Prepared by Electricity
KEEN morn'ng appetite is a real de-
light on hot days. It gives you zest
and vigor to perform your daily tasks
better. Delicious, palatable breakfasts
may be prepared all summer long, if you
have an Electric Toaster. If you ever
have had the delightful experience of
eating toast made on an Electric Toast-
er, you know how good it is how its
savory, wholesome odor, its crisp, golden
brown color tempt your flagging appe-tit- e.
You can enjoy this convenience in
your home.
An Electric Toaster
Convenient and Economical
It cosjs very little to own and use an
Electric Toaster, It is decidly conven-
ient, too simply attach the plug tuny
Convenient electric socket, twitch the
switch and the Toaster is ready in a
moment no bother or muss. The toast
is always fresh and tasty, because it Is
prepared just as it is needed.
Las Vegas Light and Power
Company
NOT MUCH BETTING
ON TONIGHT'S BOUT
Ambassador Wilson to present his
views.
Secretary Bryan asked appropria-
tion of $100,000 to care for Americans
made destitute by- - MexVn revolu-
tions. ,
Republican Leafier Mann concluded
Diggs-Caminet- debate with hot at-
tack on administration and Attorney
General McReynolds.
Adjourned at 1:15 until noon Tues-
day.
H. U. Mudge, president of the Rock
Island Railway company, accimpan-ie- d
by his wife and other relatives,
with a number of secretaries, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon In
his elaborate private car, No. 1,902.
Mr. Mudge is on his way from head-
quarters at Chicago to Rowe, Where
he will be on a fishing trip for sev-
eral weeks.
Mr. Mudge was formerly connected
with the Atchison, Trieka & Santa
Fe railway, having been employed
In New Mexico for a number of years.
Practically all his early railroad ex-
perience was gained with the Santa
Fe. He was stationed at Las Vegas
for a number of years and is well
known by all the old timers.
Mr. Mudge worked out of Las
Vegas as a conductor and later oc-
cupied the trainmaster's position. He
also was roadmasten' for several
years. Later he was selects?! as the
superintendent of the Rio Grande di-
vision and was stationed at San Mar-cla- l
for several years.
He held a number of other high
positions and when he left the serv-
ice of the Santa Fe eight years ago
to become president of the Rock Is-
land he was holding the position now
held by F. C. Fox, that of general
manager.
Mr. Mudge has taken fishing trips
at Rowe for the past 20 years and
will probably take them for the rest
of his life. He 13 a booster for New
Mexico and finds great pleasure In
fishing in the pretty mountain
streams in the Pecos. Mr. Mudge
stated that the weather conditions
in Kansas were ruining this year's
crops and that conditions in this line
were critical at the present time. He
will return from Rowe on his way to
Chicago the latter part of this month.
WISE ONES LAYING FEW WAGERS
At Philadelphia St. Louis, 4; Phil
Hi
adelphia, 3.
At iJoston cicrciiiud, Bost- -
tOIi; 2-- M 'i :1 ... :"
Western League. " -
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 8; Den-
ver, 6.
At Sioux City Sioux City, 6; To-
peka, 5.
At Des Moines Lincoln, 12; Des
Moines, 5.
At Omaha Wichita, 7; Omaha, 4.
I
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
I " 1
September 22 is the date fixed for
the opening in Montreal of the twenty-n-
inth annual meeting of the Trades
oiid Labor Congress bf Canada.
Charles C. Shayl of New York, was
elected president Of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stag? employes
at the recent convention in Seattla.
The state labor department of New
ON CHAVEZ-CHIC- MILL AT
ALBUQUERQUE .,
Albuquerque, N M., Aug. 1. Open
bettine on the Chico-Ohave- z Tight,
scheduled for tonight at the ElkV then-tp- y
under the auspices of th Moostf
club, has been remarkably light thus
fa11. The men are bo equally; matched
that the wise ones hesita'o to risk teal
laont-- j on a bat;le the outcome of
which is a guess at best. Th fact tiiet
Chico decisively defeated Chavez and
was in turn no less decisively beat'n
') the Trinidad whirlwind, ad'ls to the
ut.rc tainty of the men who usually
woyer their money on ring contests.
On form Chavez, it would seem,
should be the logical favorit3, for
since bis first meeting with Chi'M iast
Bebiuary, in which he wis knocked
cut in the second round, he has been
the more active and has added the
scalps of several tough little scrap-
pers to his collection. Among those
who were put away by the knockout
route were Kid Williams, Harry Dell
and Kid Peppers, a remarkable show-
ing when you consider that Johnnie
Wisebaum was wandering over the
land last February telling all who
would listen that Chavez was all in.
York reports that the number of la STANDING JJFJKE CLUBS
National League.
bor organizations in New York state
is increasing, and the per23u';;ige 'f
Club Won Lost Pet.idleness among their members is
New York .65 29 .691
--ft?Philadelphia 54 35 .607The legislatures of many slates have
Chicago 50 45 .526this year made good progress 1c ..'slat
Pittsburgh 47 46 .605ing in favor of a uniform child li'bor
law, in accordance with sugg.?sti ins Brooklyn 42 it ,472
SEATTLE PACKERS IN TROUBLE
Seattle? Wash., Aug. 1. Complaint
was filed by the county prosecutor
today before a justice of the peace
against Sulzberger and Son, packers,
charging them with misbranding cans
of various meats. Three local mer-
chants were arrested yesterday for
selling the goods and three thousand
It is not likely, however, that Pelky
will fiijht again until October, for heBoston . 40 5?. .435
AHTilUii PEIiiY IS k
PUZZLE TO MAGNATES
by the National Conference of commis-
sioners on uniform state laws. Cincinnati . 38 6if .388St. Louis 37 W .3?5
has a long list of theatrical engage-
ments with which he is tied up Burns
says that when Pelky returns to the
ring he wants him to go against the
The Rag Pickers and Slip Sorters'
Union of New York City is threaten-
ing a general strike for a 15 per cent
cans were seized. Deputy State Food
'Inspector Adams alleges that they
were put up by Schwarzschild and
On the other hand Chico, so far as
canadian boxer who caused
death of Mccarty talks
fight but won't signas can be learned, aside from the bout
with Chavez in Traction park on DecSulzberger before the passage of thepure food and 'drugs act of 1906.
American League.
Club Won Lost Pet.
Philadelphia C7 29 69S
Cleveland ! 38 .612
Washington 55 41 573
Chicago 51 51 .500
Boston 46 48 .4S9
Detroit 41 59 .410
St. Louis . 40 63 S8
New York 31 62 .333
oration day, in which he met defeat, San Francisco, Calif., Aug 1. FightThecans.it is alleged, contained the
original inscription that they were ap
advance in wages, a working
week and recognition of the union.
The union1 has a membership of sever-
al thousand;
The freight clerks employed on the
Erie Railroad between New York and
Buffalo have formed an organization
through which they intend to ask for
an increase of 20 per cent in their
pay. They are also aroused by an
promoters along the coast are wonder-
ing what Arthur Pelkey, the Canadian
man who, in Burns' opinion, is Pelky's
most formidable opponent. And thi3
man, according to Burns, is Gunboat
Smith.
Pelky, the latest of the heavy weight
claimants, is a big chap as fighters
go these days. Standing six feet one
and one-hal-f Inches in height, he
weighs 205 pounds, and, while he does-
n't shape up as big a man as Willard,
he can still be classed among the
giants of the heavy weight division.
The newcomer is between 28 and
29 years old and was born in Chatham,
Ontario. He went from Ontario to
Chickopee Falls, Mass., where he
proved t under the congressional pure
food act of 1891. This label, it is
charged, was covered with a new la-
bel of Sulzberger and Son, which read
that the cans were guaranteed under
the Dure food act of 19015.
boxer whose blow caused the death of
Luther McCarty not long ago, really
wants. Pelky is talking "fight" with
right good gusto, but to all intents and
purposes might Just as well keep still,
for he does not offer to sign. up. Pro
order canceling their vacations for
has engaged in no fights since Wash-
ington's birthday.
Another important factor in tonight's
fight is the weight question. Accord-
ing to the articles of agreement the
menweigh in at 119 at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon. This will give the men
some six hours in which to put on a
few pounds and it is sate to say that
Chavez will
.enter, the ring weighing
not less than 121. As for Chico, he
Is a natural bantam and will weigh
somewhere around 116 pounds, and it
must be admitted that five pounds
this year.
A contributory women's compensa- - moters out here are getting active in
arranging future dates. The demand
. Western League
'Club . Won i, Lost
Denver t.wG5..-- i ;.5T
Des Moines i3 44 :
Lincoln.
.'i 46
St. Joset J-- i- b2 48
Omaha - 49 c.3
Topeka 13 fit
Sioux City .42 57
ion scheme has been introduced in the
Victorian parliament. The plan pro
II. C. Buerger of Denver is in town
visit. Mr. Buer-
ger
on a short business
is connected with the Barber's
Supply company of that city and is
visiting the badbers here.
Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Martin and fam-
ily of Hughsville, Mo., arrived in Las
Vegas last night and will remain for
an indefinite period of time. They
are looking, for a location and may
settle liere.j l;t f hh''J
s Dr. J.' L.' Thompson and wUe of
Santa Rosa passed through here yes-
terday afternoon on their way from
the Black lakes to their home. Th3y
have been at .the Black lakes for the
past three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Hutchinson of
Baton Rouge, La., arrived in Las
gas this afternoon from their home
and will remain for several weeks a3
the guest of their daughters, Mrs. A.
T. Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Palmer of Los
Angeles, Calif., left last night for
their home at that place after having
MITCHELL FUSIONISt'S NOMINEE
New vork, Aug. 1. John Purroy
Mitchelf collector of the .por-ti'o- f New
York, was nominated for the office
Pet.
.050
.bf.6
.525
.520
4 SO
.443
424
.392
vides for joint contributions from
for the heavyweight seems to be pop-
ular and In a short time it is very like-
ly that some bouts will be arangei
for. the new "white hope."
state employers and workmen to aof mayor of New York today on a
fusion ticket. Mr. Mitchell is a dem state accident Insurance fund control-
led by a commission which will have is some advantage, especially to a
worked as a weaver in the mills. Less
than three years ago the mills closed
down and Pelky found himself out of
a job. Some of his friends, doubtless
figuring on his proportions, told him
he could make a lit le money as a
fighter. That was the way he started
Wichita it 62 Pelky is now on the coast with his
manager, Tommy Burns. Though hebantam.
Those who pick Chavfcz to win
point to the fact that the Trinidad
has expressed a determination to fight
again, however, he is very reluctuant
in coming to terms. Tom Jones, wholad has every incentive to do his best a raw beginner.
is managing Jess Willard, has been af
power to issue policies to employers.
Four thousand telegraph operators
and station agents employed by the
railroads within the state of New
Yorfc will receive two days' rest each
month without loss of pay by the ac-
tion taken by the New York commis-
sioner of labor against the railroads
to compel them to comply with the
Dorst law.
James O'Connell, whom President
Wilson has appointed a member of
Since that time he has had thirty-fou- r
fights, most of them of short
round duration. He boxed ten rounds
with Jess Willard here when Willard
substituted for Luther McCarty, met
Soldier Kearns and a number of other
ter Burns to match up Pelky with Wil-
lard; but Burns evidently did not
think well of the terms, for he turned
them down. Louis Parente, managerbeen visitors in Las Vegas for the past j
ocrat, 33 years old, and was chosen
by of republicans, pro-
gressives and independents organized
to fight Tammany hall at the coming
city election.
District Attorney Chanes S. Whit-
man, republican, was defeated by
Mitch' V for the mayoralty nomina-
tion by i. narrow margin, was fenom-inate- d
for the office of county prose-
cutor. The rest of the city ticket
chosen by the fusionists was: I
Comptroller, Will'nm A Prender-gast- ;
president be ini of aldermen,
George McAneny; borough presi-
dents: Manhattan, Marcus M. Marks;
Brooklyn, Lewis H. Pounds; Bronx,
CyruS C. Miller; Queens, Robert W.
Higbie;- - Richmond, George C.
fellows, although of course h's latest
AUGUST 8 GOOD ROADS DAY
Famington, N. M Aug. 1. Road
day will be observed in San Juan on
Friday, August 8. The people will
work on a bad stretch of road near
their communities, which crosses the
Shumway arroya. Kirtland and Farm-ingto- n
have mapped out a bad stretch
of road to work located between the
two towns. Flora Vista" and Aztec
people will turn out and work the
roadB In their vicinity, as""will also
the people of Cedar Hill and River-
side. These may not go out the same
day as they have not yet received
the rains to soften up the roads as
did the lower valley recently.
of Charlie Miller, also wants to match
his man with Pelky. Burns, however,
appears to bo rather wary about mak
with Chico. He is already matched to
meet Patsy Brannigan at Denver at
120 pounds at 3 o'clock of the after-
noon of the bout, which makes him a
near featherweight and puts him In a
class with Kilbane and Dundee.
While it is just possible that sor,ie
day in the near future Benny will sign
his name "Benjamin Chavez, Cham-
pion Featherweight of the World," his
chances are nil if he fails to dispose
of Battling Chico before the Moose
club tonight and disposing of Battling
Chico is no easy task, as those who
have tried it can testify.
the industrial commission, has serv ing any kind of an agreement
It is thought he is holding out to see
few days. They have been the guest.'
of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Olaen.
F.. 11. Hill of Raton passed through
this afternoon on his way from his
home to Albuquerque, where he has
been promoted as a special agent for
the Panta Fe Railway company. Mr.
Hill has been employed at Raton ai
special officer and for several "Weeks
was in Las Vegas in that capacity.
ed as vice president of the American
Federation of Labor for 14 years and
match was his most Important relky
was one of the men in the white hep'
tournament here won by Al PaL--i r.
Financially he has had hv.t VMU v
success until be boowfil iji v Uh T; y
Burns.
at present is also president of the
how the Smith-Flyn- bout comes out
at Madison Square Garden early next
month. If Smith Wins, Burns, it is
said, will endeavor to persuade the
metal trades department of the fede-
ration, which1 embraces all the various
trades, working in metal. Gnnboat to go west and meet Pelky. Subscribe for The CpOc.
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$100 REWARD $100
The readers of this paper will be 15he LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFF
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that science has Bhe OPTICV J s.JwWW W W W W W W W W w W w ww been able to cure In all its stages, ana
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
Mid SOCIETY DIRECTORY
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be-
ing a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall's Ca-
tarrh Cure s taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby des-
troying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
CHAPMANRIBE NOWc LODGE NO. 2, A. F. AA. M. Regular com-- ,munlcation first andAbuilding up the constitution and as L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second aaifourth Thursday evening tuimoutti ai W O W. Hall. Vumm,brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator; J. ThorahilL
Secretary
COLsisting nature in doiim its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
third Thursday In
each month. Vlaiting
brothers cordially
Wm. P. Mills,
Van Pettier Secretary.
ANDo ADVEP- -RATES W. M., H. STOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that it
fails to cure. Semi for list of testi-
monials.
Address F. J. CIIKNKV & CO., Tol-
edo, Ohio.
Sold by all druggists 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constip-
ation. Adv.
Get Your or LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
'lar conclave flw. d Tuea-
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. Ml
I. O. of B. B. Meets every flr
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at,
o'clock p. m. Visiting brother art
cordially Invited. Isaac Appal,
President. Charles Greenclay, Be
retary.
i ' day In each month at Ma
Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines All advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of Words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. O. H.
Kink el, K. C; Chaa. Tamme,NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Las Vegas, N. M., July 31, 1913.
Bids for building two school houses
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. I, ROYIn district No. 10, Los Alamos, will
AL ARCH MA80N8 RegxJar conbe received at the office of the Coun
vocation first Monday in
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All rial
lng brethren cordially inted to a
tend, F D. Fries, N. G.: Gu
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Eiwooa
Secretary; Far) Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trust.
ty School Superintendent, where the
plans and specifications may be seen, each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.until the eighth of August at 3 p. m.
All bids must be sealed. The Board B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Mood, Secretary.of Directors reserves the right to re-
ject any and all bids.
You can get the paper for $7.80 per
year paid in advance, and we present
you with a GO-CYCL- S. OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIN .
J. D. HAND, Pres.
ANTONIO PACHECO,
Secretary.
M. F. DES MARIES,
County Superintendent.
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO, 2, O. E.
ft. Meets first and thlrJ rridai
at 7:30 p. m. in Maaosie Temple,
Mrs. J. O Rutledx. Worthy Ma-
tron; Mra. Ames Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone ttatn SZk.
Wanted
WANTED Girl for general house
.1f . work. 1102 Eighth street. Phone
Vegas 202.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World
hall, on the second and fourti
Mondays of each month at S p. a
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemml
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local D9
uty. Visiting m earners are espe-
cially welcome and cordially lnvlv
ed.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-
ITY Council No. 2390 Meets In W.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays of each month,
.
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghta and La-
dles always welcome. O. L. Fieri-ma-n
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin
or YOU!
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 -- Mei every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Dougla avenue.at
8 o'clock. Visiting members are
cordially welcome. J. C. Wert,
president; J. T. Buhler secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
ForThis elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon FOR SALE Different pieces of fur-niture. Inquire 1112 Douglas avenue.
B P. O. ELKS Meett second and
fourth Tueeday evening of each
month Elka home on Ninth tree
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- -
FOR SALE All my household furni-
ture. Inquire Paul Schoeny at
Boucher's.
--- if you use
EMPRESS
FLOUR
ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W,
Montague, assistant deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ersare cordially invited. Got. Wm.
J. MUlB, Kxalted Ruler; D. W. Ocn-do- n,
Secretary.
FOR SALE Modern house, eleven
roomss near High School, cash
$2500. Inquire morning at 10030
Sixth Street
LOCAL TIME CARD
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN-
CIL NO. 804. Meet second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
Pioneer building. Vlaitlng mem-
ber are cordially invited. Richard
Devine, G. K.; Prank AngeL f. 8.
It 's giving you
a present for do-
ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much
Far Rent
EAST BOUND
417FOR RENT Furnished Cottage.
Eighth Street.
span
. 1:15 --
.11:05 a
. . 2:10 a. i
.. 2:1 V
EL DORADO
Arrive
No. 2..
No.
.
.
No. S..
No. 10..
Better EMPRESS
m. . .
m.. .
m..
m..
. 8:10 P.
.11:05 p.
. 2:05 a.
. 1:45 p.
FOR RENT Five room residence with
bath. 902 Fourth street. S.FLOUR rtolb is. (j
LODGE NO.
KNIGHTS OF PV
TH I AS Meet ev
ery Monday even
lng in Castle Hall
Vlsltlr Kn'.gati
w cordially lnvlt
fefi. Chas LlebacB
aer, Chancellor
Commander. Harry
Made by GER-
MAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMHKtSS FLOUR AND
FIVE STAMPS
WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m 1:4
6:10 a. m 6:15 a.
4:20 p. m.... . 4:30 p.
6:35 p. m 7:00
FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307
Eleventh or Phone Main 17G.
No.
No,
No.
No.
BRINGS YOU THE
Keeper of Records andSPOON IT 'SGENUINE WM. Subscribe for The Optic.
FOR RENT Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main
176.
ry Martin,
Seal.X ROGERS &
SONS' 8 A A
STANDARD
SILVER
FRENCH- -
FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 5301. GRYSTAL IGE
i Lost
OLD SUBSCRIBERS
as well as new may take advantage of
this proposition, but all subscriptions
must be paid up to date before credit
will be allowed on GO-CYCL- E subscrip-
tions.
Cut out this coupon, write in your
name and address and the name of the
boy or girl to whom you want the Go-Cyc- le
given and send it in to the OPTIC.
a GREY (STER
LING) FINISH LOST One brown pony, branded HC
on left hip. Return to H. Reynolds
and reeclve reward.
From Distilled WaterFree froni Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice
2000 lbs or more, each delivery 20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery 25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery 40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery .50c per 100 lbs
Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.
Phone Main 227 1200 Lincoln Ave
EMPRESS
can be ob
In every home where there is atained in this city from
"
ALL GROCER.S baby there should also be a bottle ofMcGEE'S BABY ELIXIR. It may be
needed at any time to correct sour
stomach, wind colic, diarrhoea or
summer complaint. It is a whole-
some remedy, contains no opium, mor-
phine or injurious drug of any kind.
Price 25c and 50c per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co7 Adv.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
Attorneys-at-La-
Las Vegas, New Mexico
DKNTIsTfc
RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very 20c per 100 lb
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery 25c per 100 lb.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lb. Each Delivery 30c per 100 lb.
50 lbs., to 200 lb., Each Delivery 40c per 100 lb.
Less than 50 lb., Each Delivery 50c per 100 lb.
AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storera, and Distributor of Natural Ice, the Purity a
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made M Vega Famou.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Please enter my subscription to the Las
Vegas Optic for !yZZ for which I agree
to pay in advance $
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel,
In the District Court.
Albinita Portillos de Montoya,
Plaintiff,
vs. No. 7250
Ellseo Montoya,
Defendant.
You Ellseo Montoya; defendant In
the above entitled cause, are hereby
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New MexicoName.
S353SO Address Professional Health Culture for LadiesMRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Go-Cyc- le to be
given absolutely free to Plaza HotelNimc ol boy or girl
notified that a suit for divorce has
been commenced against you in the
above entitled court by said AlbUiita
Portillos de Montoya, the plaintiff,
on the grounds of abandonment, cruel
and inhuman treatment, and failure to
ANT Ads
Are Best
Market Finders
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
support piaintur, according to your
means, station In life and ability, as
BEAUTY PARLOS FOR LADIES
Mrs. Little lias, opened rooms at 918
Lincoln Ave. for Face and Neck Mas-
sage. Only latest methods are em-
ployed. Hours from 10 a. n. to 5 p.
alleged and shown In the complaint
filed In said cause'.
in. No work done on Satur lays ex-ce-
hv aimoiiitment. Price 50c
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance In said cause
Appointments made for work at ladies'
homes' from 0:30 to 9:30 p. m.
Price $1-0-0D'l'lC
Claeslfied add. learch out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BIT the particular thlag 1 worth meet
That property you want to' sell 1 WORTH MOST vo me
who reads the ad, m thla newspaper and woaid new hear
your property unleaa It were advertised here.
Other, who read and an er ads. in thi newipaper waat (aa
are anxtou to pay eaah for) books, automobile, ned machinery
and furniture, article of lawfulness of any sort, and musical
trumenta.
As the classified ad, are read bj all possible bay: a, of all
lole tort of thins, they have come to be finder of the beet
ket.
on or before the 30th day of August
A. D. 1913 decree pro confesso and
Judgment by default will be entered
therein against you.
The name and postofflce adrdess of
plaitnlff's attorney is Wm. G. Haydon,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Dated this 10th day of July A. D.
1913.
AUTOMOBILE, CARRIAGE
A HO
SIGN PAINTING
N. O. HER-- MAN
429 GRAND AVE.
.y LORENZO DELGADO,(Seal) Clerk of Said Court.- --n r.r r ssr r r r n-i- f ;5-i- .
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COPYRICHT BY A.CM?CUJRC tiCO.. 1913
now "notuing to the" "Vliole "WoTTa'
ever be the same again. You mustn't
blame me; I still like you, more than
ever, but in a different way. Can't you
understand? You have told me I'm
more than a shallow, frivolous girl.
I honor you for the offer, Joe, but I
wouldn't be true to that better self
you talk about if I accepted."
"I make no offer, Gloria," he plead-
ed. "I'm begging you to love me, to
become my wife."
She trembled visibly at his words.
Yet her resolution was such that she
was not shaken from her purpose. She
did not dare look at him, however, as
she answered: -
"I'm afraid the love one must beg
for wouldn't be worth having, Joe.
You wouldn't be happy with me. No
matter where we went you couldn't
forget what happened here. Then
consider me if you'd ever be absent-minde- d
for a minute, gazing into
space, I'd know you were thinking of
Belmont and th opportunities you'd
thrown away because of me. I couldn't
stand it. I'd always feel that you
were recalling th past and regretting
the present. It would kill me. No,
Joe, I couldn't."
Wright's proposal had been totally
SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I Gloria Kerr, a motherlessi1rl who has spent most of her life at
school, arrives at her father's home IniBelmont David Kerr la the political bosa
of the town and is anxious to prevent his
daughter learning of his real character.
CHAPTER II Kendall, representing the
Chicago packers. Is negotiating with
iJudge Gilbert, Kerr's chief adviser, for a
valuable franchise. They fear the opp-
osition of Joe Wright, editor of the reform
ipaper.
him. At tiim;S it almost frtjrht.
Rupert Wriothlesey, as he acUw!';'
felt the presence of the old busim
tyrant, urging him to make, to hoai X
gold always gold! Gold!
"I'll make the break," he told him-
self positively one day. "I've writtem
to a city firm, and have offered tht
works at a fair price. Another week,
then for a rest a change, a getting
back to real, national living."
And then circumstance, accident;
fate, precipitated where Rupert
Wriothlesey had procrastinated th
great flood at Ironton.
For years after that eventful period,
old men told of the great flood thab
had swept down the valley, bringing"
devastation and ruin in its train, ancS
young auditors marvelled and shud-
dered. ' '
It was every man for himself when
the great volume of water began its
warning encroachment. Rupert was at
his home, and the leaping overflow
from the swollen river first attacked!
that part of the town. He drove to
the works that treasure box in the
vault was his first thought He was
forced to abandon his vehicle one-ha- lf
way to the plant. When he
reached the works there were two
feet of water in the offlce.
Hastily Rupert packed the bulk of
his ready resources in a satchel. The
workmen were fast abandoning the
place. Rupert struck across the fac-
tory yard to find himself hemmed iu
near some sheds. A break in th
river banks had brought a raging top-ren- t
down the valley at cyclone speed.
It was a moment for rapid action-Everywher- e
was confusion, alarm,
peril. Ten minutes later Rupert
Wriothlesey saw the great plant tot-
tering to ruins, swept off its founda
tion, and he was floating along, hold
ing to the roof-tre- e of a shed with on
hand, the other holding the satchef
with its precious contents.
Others, clinging to planks, to coop$
to barrels and boxes, drifted by him.
FOR GOLDJR LOVE
But as Is Usual, the Latter Tri-
umphed After a Sacrifice of
the Former.
By AUGUSTUS GOODRICH SHER- -
WIN.
"I'll outlive the three . of you!"
shouted old Jasper Wriothlesey "I'll
dance on your graves yet!"
It was an outburst unworthy of a
rational man, but Jasper Wriothlesey
was an money grubber,
and his love for gold caused him to
shut out from life the only three
men he had ever got very close to
in human sense.
For ten years the firm of Wrioth-
lesey & Co., founders, had done a
thriving business in Ironton. Each
year had been seen the head of the
establishment grow more narrow and
grasping, the fact deplored most espe-
cially by Robert Morton, the last
accession to the firm. It was during
the temporary absence of the head of
the house that Morton had Induced
the two other partners to make a
settlement with a creditor in desper-
ate straits, out of pure sympathy.
When old Wriothlesey returned to
find that the Arm had lost several
thousand dollars that he in his hard,
cruel way could have ground out of
the unfortunate debtor, there was a
big row. In the heat of passion the
firm broke up. In adjusting affairs
his partners got justice where Wrioth-
lesey had craftily hoped to squeeze
them. Madder than ever, he made his
wicked vaunt.
He took In his son as his partner
then, and had just one motive in life
to make of young Rupert as hard a
penny-save- r and slave-drive- r as he
iad been himself. In part he suc-
ceeded. It was not easy for Rupert
to give up his pleasant social life in
Ironton. He rebelled somewhat when
very definitely his father threatened
to disown him, if he ever even so
much as recognized any member of
a3 much as she did the cry of pain
that burst from his lips. .
"But no one was really kind to me,
I lived in a fool's Paradise. I did not
know the truth." Then vehemently,
losing control of, herself: "Oh, why
did you ever speak to me of love!
You, of all men, to make my humllla-atio-
doubly great."
"Don't speak so, I beg of you,"
Wright commanded. "Can you believe
that I have not suffered?"
She chose to ignore his question.
"Oh, if I had never come home! If
I had even not gone to Judge Gilbert's
office that day! It was fate, Joe, it
was fate. I can see it all now. We
boast that we dominate circumstances,
the gods laugh and are our masters
still. Looking back the way we've
come from that first night I met you
here I can see that every step, relent-
less as death, was leading to that day
when I learned the truth about my
father."
"And you know?"
"Everything. That's 'why I'm here.
It was really such a little time ago
that I came back to Belmont, yet it
seems ages. Ob, why didn't you go
away! You must have seen how it
had to end. Since I came home and
first met you, I've lived and suffered
and grown old. And I had dreamed
such dreams!" Here she paused, as if
to fight back the painful memories of
those rainbow dreams. Then she ad-
mitted them. "And they became rosier
and rosier because of you. Even the
disappointments my father's lack of
polish caused me were nothing be-
cause of you. Then you ceased to see
me, and I didn't understand.
"I wanted you so very much then
and you did not come. I know now
what it was; the election was coming
on, you had begun to fight my father.
You knew I didn't realize his position
in Belmont. I'm sincere. I want you
to know I understand how hard It was
for you, my friend because I be-
lieve you loved me sincerely."
"Sincerely, Gloria." His reply was
almost a sob. "You know I begged
you to go away. I would have fol-
lowed you, and you would never have
known."
His last sentence was full of bitter-
ness, an acknowledgment of the Never-Neve- r
Land whither all happiness had
flown.
"That's true, but the gods laugh and
are our masters Btill. I felt that I
owed it to my father to remain with
unexpected by Gloria. Up to the time
he had begun to plead with her to go
away with him, she had maintained
fair control of herself. His generous
offer, as she termed it, had pierced
her armor of reserve and laid bare
her warm, quivering heart.
"Pride, Gloria, pride," the man
whispered. "It's pride that's keeping
you from being true to yourself and
true to me."
"Don't speak to me, Joe," she
sobbed; "I can't stand it."
In his heart h yearned with all the
ardor of youth and love to gather her
in his arms and comfort her. Yet he
knew her well enough to know that it
could not be. Her humiliation had
rendered impregnable the barrier she
had erected between them. There was
naught he could do but suffer in
while she wept.
house whereTfbe Wright resided. 'The
door was opened for her by a little girl
who invited her to enter.
"I wish to see Mr. Wright," Gloria
explained to the child.
"I'll take you to his sitting-room- . He
told me to bring anybody in that came
to see him, and to tell 'em he'd be
back in a minute."
All was silence in the room when
the little girl threw wide the door and
bade her enter.
"Then he's not in the house, you
say?"
"No, he's gone to get a baggageman,
but he said to wait," Patty insisted.
"Whom did he wish to wait?"
"Oh, anybody. He said somebody's
coming to pack his books. He hurt
himself and can't bend over the box."
"Oh!" cried Gloria, with a little gasp
of pain. She remembered all too well
the hurt cf which he complained. Thee
at the sarin; time came a new thought,
why was he packing his books? A
more critical look showed her many
evidences that he was giving up his
apartment. She could not understand.
"Is Mr. Wright moving everything?"
she ventured.
"Yes, he's going away."
Gloria gazed at the child In surprise,
not quite grasping what she eald. A
smothered exclamation caused her tc
look up quickly. There, staring at hei
from the doorway in honest amaze
ment, stood Joe Wright. She felt hei
cheeks crimson.
"Miss Kerr! You here!" he gasped,
before he could master his surprise
Then In an instant he went on in at
even, conventional tone, "I beg youi
pardon, I scarcely expected to find you
here."
"No, I I I scarcely expected tc
find myself here, but here I am." As
She Baid this she extended her hands
then dropped them, a gesture which
seemed to typify the simplicity with
which the visit had been accomplished
Wright readily recognized that there
was some motive In the call, and dis-
missed Patty with instructions to let
him know if anyone asked for him.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
Constipation is the starting point
so disastrously Tor
you."
"Please don't think of it," he begged.
"I '!m't connect you in ;niy manner
'vitU .:ie !ii. : ck ou me."
"But I do," she Insisted, "because I
know the truth." Here was the whole
reason for her coming, she told her-
self. "Since you're in this fight to
stay even though you're fighting my
own father I want you to have all the
protection that knowledge of the truth
will afford. I've come to warn you."
Wht saw that he had not made
her understand that he was giving up
the fight.
"But I'm going away."
"Yes, you've told me; but you're
coming back again because you know
your place is here. There's work to
'do."
He recognized instantly that it was
her wish for him to remain. Her be-
lief in him, such as it was, centered
about his efforts to make Belmont a
better place. Not wishing to explain
what pain it would constantly give
him were he to do so, he avoided the
matter by referring to her own future.
"What are you going to do?"
"I? I'm going abroad in a few days."
"What does your father say to that?"
Gloria's lip curled with scorn at the
question. Her answer came with the
coldness of a woman of the world,
"He can't say anything. What is
he to me? I haven't even sent him
word yet. He gave me everything in
the world, but then at the supremest
moment of my life he robbed me of
it all. Would a father do that?" she
asked fiercely. "What allegiance do I
owe him. The claim of blood! Bah!
He's always wished I'd been a boy.
He didn't lie to me because he loved
me. He didn't even know me. Do
you think it wrenches my heart to
leave him now? No; a thousand times
no. We've lived too many years apart.
What have we in sympathy? We'd be
strangers though we lived under the
same roof for years."
"But when you go abroad what are
you going to do?" He could see no
future for her.
"Just drift. There is so much that
I want to forget."
"Much, Gloria?" he asked gently.
"Yes, much." She would not let him
trap her into a damaging admission.
"Everything?"
"Everything painful."
Her attitude, he felt it was antago-
nistic, impatient even of his kindly
questioning, stirred him to a, vigorous
reply. After all, she was hut a child,
and like a child wanted to shirk the
lesson life was teaching her.
"Surely I've not been mistaken in
you," he began. 'It's by Buffering that
we learn to live. You've only come
to see life as it is, that's all. Would
you throw away the precious knowl-
edge that is power for an Arcadian
ignorance akin to weakness? You've
just said that you've come to warn
me of something. Were you true to
your theory of life,, you., would leave
me in ignorance, because the truth
would give me pain. But you don't
believe that."
From the depth of his world-scarre- d
heart he pitied her. She was so
young, and so rebellious. He yearned
with a great longing to protect her.
"It's easy enough to talk and give
advice," Gloria flung back at him.
"What has suffering taught you?"
Here was a question he could an-
swer, and answer decisively.
"It has taught me to be true to my
better self." He spoke sternly. Then
he regretted that he had seemed harsh
with her, for it did not soften her, and
she made no comment.
"Please sit down," he said. She ac-
cepted the proffered chair stiffly and
waited. He had listened to her pa-
tiently, and she felt it only fair to
hear what he bad to say before she
left him forever.
Wright came as close to her as he
dared. As he spoke, she abandoned
the rigid attitude she had felt con-
strained to assume and sank back in
the big chair.
"Gloria, I didn't mean to be harsh
just now. God knows I would spare
you all you have been through could
I have done so. Blot out this terrible
week. Can't we go back to that head-
long courtship crowded into half an
hour? Let everything be as it was.
Then I begged you to go away. Now
since you are going, let us go togeth-
er. Listen, don't you remember?
The sun Is the flame of the desert,
And you are the flame of my heart,
Preary indeed is the desert unsunned
And dreary without you, my heart.
for many serious' diseases. To be heal
"
"OftjtPTER III Kerr asks the assistance
mt Judge Gilbert in introducing Gloria toiBelmont society and promises to help him
put through the packers' franchise and letllm have all the graft,
CHAPTER TV Gloria meets Joe Wrightt the Gilberts. It appears they are onIntimate terms, having met previously in
touring party in Europe.
CHAPTER orla twits Wright onls failure to keep an engagement to
meet her in Paris. He explains that thedeath of his mother prevented his goingtoParis.
"CHAPTER VI-T- he Gilberts inviteGloria to stay with them pending the
refurnishing of th Kerr home.
CHAPTER VH One society bud who
refused to meet Gloria is forced to do so
when her father is made to feel Kerr's
power.
CHAPTER Vlll-Wri-ght begins hisfight against the proposed franchise Inthe columns of his paper, the BelmontMaws.
CHAPTER IX Kerr, through hishenchmen, exerts every influence to ham-per Wright In the publication of his pa-per.
CHAPTER X Gloria realizes she Is not
being received by the best society and is
unhappy. She takes up settlement work.
CHAPTER XI Kerr and his lieutenantsdecide to buy Kerr's paper and ask the
editor to meet them at Gilbert's offlce.
CHAPTER XH-Wri- ght in his desire to
keep from Gloria knowledge of her fath-
er's position, avoids her during the fightGloria Is piqued.
CHAPTER XIH-Call- lng at Gilbert's
offlce to solicit a donation Gloria meets
Wright He proposes and Is accepted
while waiting to be called into the con-ference.
CHAPTER XlV-Wrl- ght refuses to sell
his paper and declares he will fight to afinish.
CHAPTER XV The Belmont News ap-
pears with a bitter attack on Kerr. Gloria
calls Wright a coward and refuses to lis-ten to any explanation from him.
CHAPTER XVI Broken-hearte- d, Gloria
decides to plunge more deeply into settle-
ment work.
CHAPTER XVn-8- he calls on a sickjrlrl of the underworld named Ella.
CHAPTER XVITT-S- he learns for the
first time tha't he father Is the head of a
notorious gang of political grafters.
CHAPTER XlX-Sou- nds of a conflict
are heard in the room over Ella's. Gloria
finds Wright unconscious, a victim of an
attempted assassination by thugs In the
of the political ring. She hides himfiay room and defies the thugs.
CHAPTER XX She awes them by an-
nouncing that she Is Kerr's daughter.Ella threatens to give up Wright to the
thugs and is choked Into unconsciousness
,by Gloria, who then falls unconscious on
iWrlght's body.
CHAPTER XXI They are rescued byDr. Hayes and his wife. Wright Is takento a hospital and Gloria is taken to the
Hayes home. Wrieht decides to sell his
paper and leave Belmont.
The terror of storm and flight drove
the floating refugees desperately for
ward. Rupert doubted if the frail
shed would long remain intact. Its
timbers were already parting. Therj
as a raft formed of a frail platform,
some sidewalk section, passed thirty
feet away, he thrilled. ,
Upon it just fainted from terror an
exhaustion, was a familiar form it
was Edna Morton! It seemed as
though the veil of years was pierced
at a touch, and he recalled the gold-
en hours of the far past Edna was
helpless. At every toss of the waves
she slipped nearer and hearer to the
edge of the frail float
He could reach her, he saw that.
thy keep the bowels active and regu-
lar. HERBINB will remove all accum
ulations in the bowels and put the sys
tem in prime condition. Price 50c
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cmb has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northern
"Wont you sit down?" he begged, most of th group of KroenlgB lakes
of the Ten Lakes Land company. Noremembering his duty as host.
"Thank you, 1 haven't a moment to
stay."
Wright looked about for a chair, tc
find them filled with odds and ends o)
but in that terrible flood he must
be unhampered. Her sw(:t white
face appealed to him. Rupert Wrioth,
lesey gave the satchel a fling with al-
most a curse, leaped into the water,
and reached Edna Morton just as sua-wa- s
slipping overboard.
It was two hours later, ashore
that Edna heard how nearly s.'.o
had drifted into the Jaws of d-- .
And then and there, bis great sac e
seaming a joy end relief, E . ' i t
Wriothlesey told of the love Scr-
eams to his, tired spirit like a
soothing balm ,at last.
(Copyright, 1913, by W. G. C!.aim )
things intended to be packed.- - The girl
insisted that she preferred to stand,
person will be allowed jo hunt or
fish upon this property except mem-
bers of tho club, and all persons go-
ing there must be prepared to show
a membership card in this organiza-
tion. Otherwise they will be arrest--
for trespassing.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
and listened to his apology for the
appearance of the room and the expla-
nation that he was moving.
"I learned at luncheon that you were
going away," she acknowledged. sum
since you wouio. not come to see me.
1 lin.d trt fnma n noa vnti "
JrafTty.
Again his amazement equaled that
the sight of her in his living room had
occasioned. He permitted it to betray
itself by exclaiming:
It is not often that charitable insti
- "Since I wouldn't come to see you
tutions are able to pay their own war
and have profits to expend upon th
beneficiaries. There is such an insti-
tution in Italy called the Laboratories
della Consolata. This was started
some charitable ladies to rescue word
'"The Gods Laugh and Are Our Mas
I 1ters Stilt.
him in Belmont. Then came the day(Continued from Yesterday)
in Judge Gilbert's office. Did ever a
girl have a courtship crowded into half
an hour? So short a time there was a
between those few words of love and
IN 2
the rude awakening which followed
that there remains to me now not
even a sweet memory of that avowal
which all girls cherish so. And then
well, that's why I've come today. 1
(couldn't let you go away without ask
ing you to forgive me for what 1
ing girls from the temptations of fac-
tory life and to save them from beins
sweated. Apprentices are paid enougt
to live on, and women workers make-a- s
much money as, If not more than,
If they were employed by ordinary-dressmakin-
g
establishments, says the.
World's Work.
During the dead seasons when girts
employed in other dressmaking places
are discharged the Consolata girls are
still employed. Work is done at lower
prices, ladies bring odd pieces of mate-
rial to be made up, and everything fa
done to "keep things going." Thus,
while every other dressmaker Is out
of work in February and August, tho(
Consolata girls are provided for. Also,
the working day is one hour shorter
than that of other workrooms, and
each girl goes for a fortnight in tha,
summer either to the country or to tha
sea, in each caso free of expense- - ?
said in Judge Gilbert's office."
"There's no need of speaking of for
giveness. Please do not say any
Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
more."
She was not to be deterred from her
set purpose, and therefore affected not
to hear, going Straight on with her
narrative.
"You see, I was proud of my father.
All my life he'd been an ideal, not a
reality, and I thought him incapable
of anything else. It turned out I wail
wrong what I said about you."
"No, Gloria, you Just didn't
CHAPTER JOUL--
The morning after the election, Glr
;rla called for the Banner as soon asihe wakened. The headlines told hei
at once that her father- had been de-
feated. She searched carefully
through the paper for some reference
to Joe Wright, but no mention was
made of him. Naturally enough, the
Banner was not in a jubilant mood.
'It predicted dire things in store for
Selmont, but Gloria, remembering
what she had learned at so bitter a
cost, felt that any change intuit be for
;the better.
The girl had bow recovered from
tho first severity of the ehock, and was
:anxious to know for a certainty whatjhad become of Wright. She knew that
jhe lived and was not seriously injured,
(else there would have been some men-
tion of him in the paper. The day pre-
vious she had thought much of him,
but there had been much else for her
'to think of. Now with a return to
what was to be for her the normal,
ishe wanted to know how he fared.
All the morning Gloria spent in re-
volving in her mind Just what she
ought to da. She knew that her father
meant Wright harm. Pride and maid-
enly reserve wrestled with what she
(Considered her duty. Her conscience
told her that before she left Belmont
Iforever she 'hould warn this man who
jonce had loved her. He must be placed
on his guard against her own father.
'It cut her like a knife to think that
'the attack on the editor had really
"I'll Outlive the Three of You!"
the families of his former partners.
Pretty Edna Morton was the last one
of his old friends Rupert was influ-
enced to drift away from. His father
bo speciously inculcated the principles
of self interest, however, so liberally
added to the wealth of his only son,
that Rupert at length gave all his
mind to business.
Old Jasper Wriothlesey carried out
his evil boast. When one of his part-
ners died he actually traveled fifty
miles to go out to a' quiet cemetery,
and, unseen, by any one, prance mad-
ly above the ashes of the man he
hated. A second partner died. Again
the impish instinct, the weird self
glorification of the old man's nature,
drove him to keep his threat. He died
himself two days later.
Then Rupert became sole owner of
the business. For a time in settling
up the affairs of the estate he was
entirely engrossed. Then he drifted
naturally into assuming the proprie-
tary responsibilities thrust upon him.
His training had made him practical
and sombre. It was only when away
from the hard grind of business that
a longing for companionship came
over him. Then the duties of the en-
suing day chained him down once
more to the exacting routine of money
making.
More than once, he had seen Edna
Morton at a distance. He had evaded
her, for somehow he felt that his
father had not acted quite square with
his old partners. More than that, he
learned that the Mortons were not
in the best of circumstances owing
to an unwise investment of Mr. Mor-
ton, and that Edna was teaching
school.
"I'm tired of It all," he told himself
one day. "There is neither heart nor
hope to thlB life. I'm going to sell
out"
More than once In the course of
a few months he made this decision,
but something always interfered
Every thousand dollars he had ac-
quired had made his heart the harder.
He began to liquidate in a way, how-
ever. He changed considerable into
cash and securities. He winced as ha
found he entertained a great ami
glowing interest in the treasure bos
he so often visited. Was he getting
miserly? Had he followed the severe
training of his father too long? Wouid
he end as the old man had done, with
only one sordid purpose in view, stor-
ing up a wealth which would buy noth-
ing he could enjoy or cherish?
The adamantine, persistent Influ-
ence of his father seemed to pursue
"But just the same, I was wrong,
Surely, Miss Kerr, you didn't expect
that? There was nothing whatevoi
equivocal about my dismissal."'
This was something she had not
planned, a reference to the past. She
wished merely to warn him and then
take leave of him forever.
"I didn't come with a desire to refei
to that," she answered. "You must
realize that what I have to say seems
to me of the utmost Importance, else
I oh, you can't know the effort it has
cost me to come here."
"I'm sorry if your dislike is so in-
tense."
She shook her head, with a smile
that was only a sad lighting up of hei
countenance, like the last f.are ot an
expiring flame.
"Let us not speak of like or dislike.
All that is past. It is true I promised
myself never to Bee you a?ai, but
since that day in Judge Gilbert's of-
fice events have shed such a new light
on Belmont and on me that I feci
some explanations are due you oefore
you go away."
Quick as a flash ha saw 'that she
had learned the truth, or at lea; Rome
part of it. With his characteristic
generosity he wished to relieve her ol
the necessity of making explanations
"I appreciate your coming, Miss
Kerr, from the bottom of my heart 1
do, but if if anything you ihink you
have Lo tell causes you pain, I'd rather
far tliat, what you wish, to say should
remain unspoken.''
"That's generous of you, but ?
should find it harder to maintain
because I want to be just."
"Miss Kerr! There is no occasion
for you to "
"Please, please, don't interrupt me.
It's hard enough as it is." A chair he
had brought for Gloria she had re-
fused, and now he sank into it himself,
his head resting in his hands as he
listened. "I have lived away from Bel-
mont." he went on in an even, re-
pressed monotone that cut him to the
heart, "6ince I was a little girl, too
young to understand, and I was
brought up to believe that my father
was well, just the opposite of what
he is. It was all a mistake, of course.
It was no fault of mine, but I must
suffer for it just the same. I had ev-
erything money could buy; and then
you came and and I had love."
Her voice trembled for the instant
Wright, could not stand it.
"Gloria!" he cried, seeking to stop
Upon the correct answer to
this question will depend
much of the pleasure of your
outing. Why not avail your-
self of the assistance of the
undersigned, one of the San-
ta Fe's summer tour special-
ists? His help will cost you
nothing, but you will find it
invaluable.
Jones Cracks a Joke.
"On Henry Arthur Jones' last visib
here," says John Drew, "hia plar4
'The Evangelist' did not receive th
welcome that was expected. He wawk
in New York, stopping at the Hotel
Gotham In the twelfth floor, I think-Anyway- .
my apartment was some?
floors beneath his, and I had come up
to call on him. I found him gazing
out of the window across our wonder-- l
ful New York.
"
'Drew,' he said, 'do you know whyt
my play failed? Weil, It was because
of the total lack of reverence among
New Yorkers.'
"'Why, no,' I replied. Look out oiS
these windows; everywhere you gaz4
you look down upon church spires.'
"'That's just it, replied the dra-- f
matist, la this city of altitudinmif,.;
buildings you look down on ttuii
churches, and that's why there isn't a.
d bit of reverenco in. all
"
ana wameu lu ieu juu du uwuio i
went av.ay. I knew I should not be
here when you return, and so I came
today."
"You're not going to leave Bel-
mont!"
"Yes, I am. Do you think I could
stay!" Her tone made Wright's heart
sink. "No, I la the courage, Joe,
the moral courage. There's that much
of the butterfly left in me. I'm not
strong and brave like you are."
Gloria could not know how his
strength and bravery were slipping
from him little by little as they talk-
ed. Her very presence was weaving
its subtle spell about him, snaring him
with her wan beauty, maddening him
with the thought that he was losing
her. So she was , going away. He
wondered why, speculating on how she
had come to learn the truth. This
led him to ask:
"But your father?" I
Had Wright known what a piteous
outburst this would evoke, he never
would have spoken
"My father! What am I to him? I
haven't seen him from that day. Since
then I've been with Mrs. Hayee. When
been made at her command.' Now she
could do no less than tell him how
iaffalra stood.
Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon,
California, the Northwest
Chicago, Adirondacks, the
Northern Lake Regions, or
the Atlantic Coast Resorts
this summer?
Dr. Hayes could scarcely conceal his
surprise when Gloria followed him
into the ball after luncheon and asked
about Mr. Wright's condition. He told
her that he still kept to his room, but
Learned a Lesson,
"Yesterday," Baid .Tobson, "I r efus---.--
ETOS ';a poor T.omau a request for aComplete information about sum-
mer fares and train service, etc.,
sent promptly, if you address
nee t
"No, Joe Couldn't"
was reported as Improving. Before
he could frame a question, Gloria
thanked him and fled up the stairs.
About three o'clock she emerged from
her room, dressed for the street, and
announced to Mrs. Hayes that she was
going for a short walk alone.
What the daughter of David Ken
itold her hostess was the truth. She
did go for a short walk, a walk that
.took her in the most direct way to the
sum of money, and in con.se ,
my act I passed a bIwi-Ipe- ,
The tones of her vosca wer?
in my ears tha whole time.'
"Your softness cf beart '
credit," said Mabsscn. ". ha
woman ?"
"Kj wife." T!M::'ji,
I learned at luncheon that you were
D. I. BATCHELOR
Ajent.
Las Vegas, ST. M.
"You know lt'a the truth, Gloria.
Let us go together."
"Don't make it bo hard for me, Joe
dear," she begged. "When you kissed
mgj thoughtXJasx-ia- y. imtk Jait
her, but she went on again in the same going away, I had to come because I
can't forgive myself for what I saidimpersonal manner, apparently un
heeding his gesture fqr her to desist in Judge Gilbert's Jjfflce that came
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CITY STREET WORKTOCAL NlWS
:
WANT GOVERNMENT
TO HELP ON ROAD
SUMMER FURNITURE
CLEARANCE SALE
MEETS WITH FAVOR
lamps at 7:00Light automobile
o'clock this evening.
MANY BLOCKS GRADED WET FEDERAL AID FOR HIGHWAY TO
Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar Adv.
SIDEWALK NUISANCE THING
OF THE PAST
SANTA. FE BEING PETI-
TIONED LOCALLY
Hallet iRaynolds today started a
Miss Mabel Gettz has entered the
employ of the BisinarK restaurant.
The work on the city streets that
has been in order for the past two
months has produced a great improve
petition among the citizens of Las
Vegas for the completion of the road
to Santa Fe over the scenic highway
route. A copy of this petition will
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged ment in the appearance of the city,
All Summer Chairs, Rockers, Set-
tees, Porch Swings, etc., to go at
PRACTICALLY COST.
You can enjoy Summer Furniture
for several months yet and not feel
the cost.
COME EARLY BEFORE
THE LINES ARE BROKEN
in wood. Direct from the distillery Good roads in the city as well as on
the state highways shows that the be sent to Senator Fall, Senator Cat
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Adv,
REAL MERIT IN
EVERY PIECE
NOT THIS TIME NOR
NEXT TIME BUT AL-
WAYS THE SAflE-MIL- D,
JUICY, TEN-
DER AND SWEET
PREMIUM HAMS
PREMIUM BACON
STEARIN'S STORE
people of the state are progressive. ron and Congressman Ferguson. At
The big city scraper has been In noon today the petitions had been
signed by a large number of citizensuse on all the streets and by excel
lent grading the streets already fixe and there is little doubt but that they
John Cisco wishes to thank the pub-
lic for contributions made to him for
the A. M.' E. church, which will be
turned over to the pastor.
are in such a shape that when will be well filled with signatures by
heavy rain falls the water instead of the latter part of the week.
running down to the business section
of the city will drain to the arroyas
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE HOME'
This proposition will mean a great
deal to both Las Vegas and Santa Fe.
If carried out it wilj make a goodeast and west of town. This will be
a saving of the streets as well as road from the capital city which will
be located through the prettiest
A. G. Adams of Gascon has accept-
ed a position in the office cf Appel
Brothers' wholesale house. Mr. Adams
is well known In this city, having re-
sided here for many years before
going to Gascon. He will move to
this city the first of next week.
riddance of the nuisance of havln
the walks in the different parts of the scenery of New Mexico. The obtain
city under water during the rainy Ing of money for road building pur
season. poses is the only way that New Mex
Work has been finished on a nuni ico has a chance to obtain any of theCharles H. Wheelon of Santa Fe, ber of avenues on the West side of government funds, as there is littledistrict deputy grand commander ofj(y the city while excellent grading has prospect of getting the Rio Grande
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President. S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier. ' H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
the Knights Templar, will be here this been done on West Columbia avenue, drained. '
evening for the purpose of making an Sulzabaker and San Francisco ave This road has been discussed a
official visit to the Las. Vegas com nues. This work was finished sev great many times by both the Santa
mandery. All Sir Knights are re Fe and Las Vegas boosters but no
quested to be at the Masonic lodge
eral weeks ago and with several rains
will be In excellent shape. The city
force and the two scrapers and rollers
action has ever been taken. TheTHE OLD RELIABLE rooms promptly at 7:30 o'clock. It Is
important that the proceedings hegin
only way that the road can finally
be completed, it seems, will beare at present working on the east
at that hour, according to the com through the means that was startedside of the city. Three blocks on
Grand avenue have been placed inAIN WAGON FIRST NATIONAL BANImander. by Mr. Raynolds this morning andgood shape while on Third street there is little doubt that the propo
and Columbia and National avenues sition will go through. A. A. Jones,SCOTTISH RITE BANQUET the grading has advanced at a good first assistant secretary of the interTonight at the Castaneda hotel the rate. ior, has informed the Las Vegas citilocal members of the Scottish Rite of Near Diamond park, which has been zens that he will give his hearty sup
port towadds getting the appropriaplaced in excellent shape through the
tion and with his efforts combinedefforts of Park Commissioner F. O.
Blood the streets have been graded
the order of Masons will be the hosts
at a huge dinner that Is being given
in honor of a number of distinguished
Scottish Rite Masons who are in the
city today. C. H. Wheelon, district
with those of the New Mexico sena
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac-
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
and cut in such shape that the water ators and congressman there should
from the hill west of these streets be no hitch In the proceedings. A pe-
jk j
fit ori IXj
will drain to the Rio Pecos without titon similar- - to the ones distributed
by Mr. Raynolds here today will be
deputy grand commander of the Scot-
tish Rite Masons of New Mexico, will
be present at the banquet. He is at
disturbing the roads. Railroad ave
used at Santa Fe and informationnue has also been graded into good
shape. On the whole the work haspresent visiting Las Vegas in the in from that city says that the moveterest of the order. Judge R. H. Han- - been thoroughly satisfactory to the ment is very popular.
na, supreme deputy of the Scottish
Masons, and a number of other prom
citizens and the actual cost of the
work amounted to exactly J109.88.
3lr m v A El VI liii' SPECIAL SERVICE IS
inent Scottish Rite members from Sa-t- a
Fe will also be present. The ban-
quet is expected to be a very elabor-
ate affair. On next Sunday J. D. Hand
When consideration is taken of the
fact that Seventh street was once
graded for three blocKs at a cost of
over $1,300 this cost of the work $1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT YOU nmtSCHEDULED TONIGHTwill give a big fish fry in honor of that has been done ty me city is
small and still the work has beenthese gentlemen at his ranch north ofm r n
Las Vegas. done In a way that will last Chief YOUNG MAN'S QUESTION" TOuross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
BE DISCUSSED BY REV.
F. F. GRIMJAILED AS INSANE
of Police Ben Coles has charge of
the "work and his, efforts towards
making the city better in this despect
have been greatly appreciated by all
citizens.
William Geiger, a local man who!
In his sermon last night on "Comeresides near the Harvey ranch became
violently insane last Wednesday while and See" Rev. F. F. Grim said "Christ
ianity seeks to take advantage of noat Santa Fe and was committed to the
one. It has no oath of secrecy, nocounty jail at that place. Early yes-
terday morning he started on a big
rampage and broke the jail. With
promise it cannot fulfill. It courts
investigation and jf challenges theILnj DANGER! OVERLAND MOD I 59 Tworld to point to a valid objection.several other prisoners he made goodhis escape. " Nay, more, it has something to give."The message of the evangelist IsReaching one of the main streets in
true to the needs of life and deserves
large hearing.
the Capitol City started an exciting
time which roused all the people. He
carried a heavy stick in his hand and The prayer meetings naVe been
Telephone or call and we will have our demon-
strator show you
Las Vegas Aiiieio&iie 8 Mscfe Co
tKne Main 344 Whalen, & Fowler Props
DISPATCHERS GO TO RATON
Official changes In the dispatchers'
department of the local division of
the Santa Fe Railway company were
announced this, morning by the local
officials. This change Is that a num-
ber of those train dispatchers who
were located here will now serve In
their positions in Raton and will dis-
patch trains from that place to Las
Vegas and over the new railroad that
the Santa Fe purchased this week.
O. D. Gephart, C. M. Straussen, C. A.
Glock&ime and H. J. Shciff are the
local men who have been transferred
to Raton. Those dispatchers who are
still located in Las Vegas will dis-
patch trains from this city to Albu-
querque while those in Raton will dis-
patch to Las Vegas and over the new
division that was created this week.
Inspiring and tvell attended The
prayer meeting for today will be ata
anyone that attempted to stop him
received a lively crack from his wea-
pon. He was finally captured by a
citizen and returned to the county jail.
the tabernacle at 7:30 o'clock.
The subject of Rev. Grimm's serf
Disappointment is
impossible when you
buy at out store. For
who can be disap"
pointed with the best
quality for the least
money. . . . . .
.nm --Hi i mon tonight Is "A Young Man's QuesAn examination is to be held in Santa
" f&v$m tion." This service will be particularFe as to his sanity. Geiger is well
known in Las Vegas as he has resided ly for men though all others will bej";. ) a elcomed. Leon Guy, accompaniedhere and in the immediate vcinity for by Mrs. Charles Cohn, will sing "Rockseevral years. He is a brother of 1UY 3 AUTO DELIVERY IVAGOtJof Ages."Mrs. S. B. Warner, who insures rrompt Deliveries at Minimum rinx.months ago moved to Santa Fe and Quick delivery means satisfied customers and moie customers whom you canhas ac laim near the Harvey ranch "m"m 1,1 struction, tellable in operation cheaDcr than Wro nnwrTIPS WAITER $900If found insane he will probably b Minneapolis, .Minn., Aug. 1 Charlescommitted to the state asylum herw.
The Home of the Best
f Everything Eatable
Bhe Wkl I I1OTA1 GO. STIM
G.' Gates, son of the late John W.
Gates, nearly caused the collapse ,of
a negro waiter in a hotel cafe here
last night. Mr. Gates, who recentlyMELONS MF IIE4VV h n';H( , f! f!figured in another cafe episode, was
5 1 1 li
1 BAKERY GOODS 1
; p
i i si
in the place with some friends.TRAFFIC THESE DAYS His dinner check amounted to al
most $100, it is said. Gates called
the waiter to him, pulled out a rollSANTA Fe RUNN NO TWn f
with the heat at Topeka this summer,
Mr. Thomas enjoyed every minute 'of of $1,000 bills, slipped off - the top
TCPEHAN PLEASED IVITii
Tilt Y. H. C. A. CIF
the time he spent in the mountains
TIONS OF TRAIN No. 10 TO
HAUL THEM EAST one, and said: "Here, boy, keep theTHE BEST THAT fof New Mexico, change."
ttrlh0m 5a i t -
"Why, Mistah Gates, did you allCAN BE 'MADEOf Kansas oeonlA
.i,am nf ... . T - uuuou"'y neavy know that was a $1,000 bill?" gaspedh. v. ...... u ju t.uuiu;uuuco Oaum HR nam the astonished negro.. , D1 uuixus i"B No, 10 has been running in twoseason," said Mr. Thomas. "Tho trln Lt.. . . sec Yes, sure," said Gates, "that's alls IUI lue pasc weeK and Presentfothnv it n a right, just keep the change.". uvr me see- - indications are that this run will We are he e d -F. V. THOMAS SAYS LAS VEGASHAS, IDEAL SUMMER CLIMATEAND GREAT SCENERYThat Las Vegas has the scenery andthe climate requisite for the idealsummer resort Is the opinion of F. W.
Thomas, supervisor of apprentices for
Gates then left, The waiter turned
the $900 over to the manager of the
"K,m8U"f 1S as Pre"y a journey continue for several days.I ever took in my life, and the senser traffic B.t . 111 Investigate its mcrus and obtain full particulars fromGIMnLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agentsexcursions from thn r.amn mmnli r,L..ix , .. "cav cafe, who mailed Mr. Gates a checkfv, v.- - 7 uwiuj; io me rates tnat are now hems 1 quarters for fresh$
vegetables and
for the amount.w u.uW epuu, vi me mountains are offered in California. The first sec-
uusuuu,. x snan go DaCK to Topeua Mion of train No. 10 is ,,,ai,the Santa Fe raUway, whose head-- ; t consistent Dooster for New Mexico." cosed of Pullman tnnet 4. Fruits in Season TOO LATE TO CLASSIFYThe Commercial club and the busi- - ard sleepers, while the Bpmfl DOn'
uBa men say tney are oeginning to tion is used for the Wat tvetn
quarters is at Topeka, Kan. Mr. Tho-
mas left :i;,'ht on an official busi-
ness ''trip to the Pacific coast after
having Leon a auest of the Y. M. C. A.
camp, near. Ki Porvenir for the nast.
realize they made a good move when the handling of baggage and express
they authorized the opening of the The new servioe on the Pullman traf-- STRAWBERRIES ANDiu.mp, ,mcier tne management of the fic direct from Demin? in TVn- - lo
MADAME KARR PROMISES to read
the destiny of your life in the lines
of your hand. Truthfully advises
on lawsuits, courtship, love or mar-
riage, business, journeys, health.
Readings from 50 cents to $1. In
tent on Bridge street, near Are
A--
. for the purpose of ad- - proving quite popular with the tour- I CHERRIES EVESV DAYtne scenery and climate of ists.
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
SWASTIKA COAL
WHO L E S A L E AND R E TA I L
Las Ve-as- . A citizen of T aa .
have been instrumental In getting
tnis service as a number of Las Veg"HARVEY'S"
Fain ous mountain ranch; 31st sea ans frequently make a trip to Den
tT o weeks. Mrs.' Thomas and their
three children remained at the camp,
whero they will he joined by Mr.
Thomas upon his return. The Thomas
family will leave for home about the
middle of August.
Mr. Thomas last night told a repre
sentallvo of The Optic that he had
been greatly pleased with his visit at,
the camp. lie found the surroundings
pleasant and the outdoor hotel admir-
ably managed. After Ms experience1
i w f
In mved. The westbound traffin ha Tintson. Old management; old rates. Car
FOR SALE Modern house, 11 roms,
near High school, cash. $2,500. In-
quire mornings at 1030 Sixth street.C.D.BOUCslackened during the easern rush,riage out every Saturday. Leave or-
ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel. but all the fast trains still continue !1to be well loaded
1 PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
FOR SALE Cattle; 17 milkers, 13
heifers and steers; 10 calves. D. H.
Kunkel or George A. Fleming.
Subscribe for The Optic. EVERYBODY HEADS THE LAS VEGAS OPTICSubscribe for The Optic.
